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INTRODUCTION

In natural language, we often describe things about the world in terms of what has happened 

and these are called events – they have a beginning and an end (Moens and Steedman, 1988). Any 

natural language processing system that does temporal reasoning needs to have information about 

events and how events relate to each other. These reasoning systems include question answering 

(Pustejovsky et al., 2005; Ling & Weld, 2010; Verhagen & Pustejovsky, 2008; Verhagen et al., 2007; 

Kolya et al. 2010), automatic timeline generation (Mani & Wilson, 2000), and natural language 

understanding (Kozareva & Hovy, 2001; Sanampundi & Kumari, 2010). Information about events 

comes in many forms, among them is knowledge about how long an event typically lasts, which is 

often left implied in discourse. Consider the event expressed in (1), that is discussed extensively by 

Pan, Mulkar, and Hobbs (2011):

(1) George W. Bush met with Vladimir Putin in Moscow.

There is no way to know exactly how long the meeting lasted but we can make a good guess. Pan et al. 

(2011) show that although humans have some idea that the meeting probably lasted for a few hours, 

annotators do not agree very well when they try to define the exact duration. Annotation is a time-

consuming way of acquiring typical duration information and human annotators do not always agree on 

how long events last.  This thesis presents a way to extract this kind of information automatically and at 

a fine-grained scale to discover the kinds of distributions of durations for different habits and events as 

well as their typical durations. 

To further complicate things, the sentence shown in (1) has two readings – did the meeting 

happen every month for a year or was this a one-time meeting? These two different readings stem from 

a greater phenomenon in natural language called genericity (Krifka, 2). I examine typical durations of 

events in the context of one aspect of genericity that is called habituality (Krifka, 3). It is often 

necessary to describe a characteristic property or regularity in order to sum up an idea. Sentences that 
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can express this kind of genericity are called characteristic sentences and these sentences describe 

general properties called states. I am specifically interested in habits, which are a kind of state. So if (1) 

is interpreted as a characteristic sentence, then it expresses a proposition where the meeting is a habit – 

George W. Bush met with Vladimir Putin regularly. On the other hand, sentences that do not express a 

generalization are particular sentences which describe episodes (Krifka, 3). Knowing how a sentence 

expresses habituality influences how we interpret typical duration. If we interpret (1) to be describing a 

habit, then the verb meeting refers to a pattern of meetings in such a way that some meetings went on 

for a long time, perhaps years, to form a habit. But if (1) is interpreted as a particular sentence, then it is 

expressing an episode and the duration is much shorter, perhaps only minutes, hours or days. 

In this thesis, I report an investigation into the relationship between habituality and typical event 

duration by answering two objective research questions: (1) How well can we extract metric 

information about durations for events and habits using data from Twitter?, and (2) How well can we 

automatically label these sentences from Twitter for whether or not they express events or habits? 

I describe and evaluate a method for automatically extracting explicit durations for events and 

habits at a fine-grained scale from Twitter. I apply a semi-supervised machine learning method, called 

bootstrapping, to label all of the sentences in the collection so that we can examine the different kinds 

of duration distributions for habits and events. I show how well the sentences can be automatically 

labeled for habituality. I show that typical duration is a defining feature of habituality. The product of 

this investigation is a collection of duration distributions for habits and episodes for 486 different verb 

lemmas. In my final analysis, I compare the duration distributions for verb lemmas with the results of 

Gusev et al. (2011).

1.1 HABIT/EPISODE DISTINCTION

There have been many different kinds of investigations into the nature of states and events. 
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(Vendler, 1967; Dowty, 1986; Moens and Steedman, 1988; Krifka, 1995; Rimell, 2004; Katz 2008; 

Husband, 2010;). In this section I will discuss the distinction between events and the kind of state 

called habits. I will first provide a definition of habituality, followed by a description of what I mean by 

the term “habit” and what I mean by “episode”. Next, I will explain some of the distinctions between 

habits and episodes. Finally, I will summarize different kinds of diagnostic tests for determining 

habituality that have been provided by Krifka (1995).

1.1.1 What are Habits?

One type of genericity classification is that a proposition can be expressed as a general property 

that describes regularity about certain facts or things that tend to happen (Krifka, 2). Sentences that 

express this type of general property are characterizing sentences and their respective predications are 

characterizing predications (Krifka, 3). For the purposes of this thesis, I am concerned with the kinds 

of characterizing sentences that express a general pattern or regularity. Krifka (1995) reports that some 

linguists call these characterizing sentences “habitual”, “dispositional”, or “general” (Krifka, 3). In this 

thesis, I will refer to characterizing sentences as “habitual sentences” and I will use the term “habits” 

when talking about the kind of states that these characterizing sentences express. Habits are an 

abstraction of a set of particular things that happen (Krifka, 32). That is to say, a habit is composed of 

some set of corresponding regularly occurring episodes that form a pattern. After observing some 

regular pattern, we use natural language to express it as a habit. Consider some examples of habits 

shown in the sentences of (2):

(2) a. John smokes a cigar after dinner.

b. John (usually, sometimes, always, never, rarely) smokes a cigar after dinner.

The sentence in (2a) is expressing a habit, which is that John tends to smoke a cigar after dinner. This 

example of a habit in (2a) is still a habit even if there happened to be one evening when John did not 
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smoke a cigar after dinner. In this way, the habitual sentence in (2a) has a truth value – if there are 

enough occurrences of John smoking a cigar after dinner then the sentence will be true. The state in 

(2a) can be modified with certain temporal adverbials, shown in (2b) which characterize a habit in a 

“lawlike” way. The sentences in (2b) clarify the regularity of a smoking habit (Krifka 7). Another way 

to think about habits is that they correspond to aspectual classes that indicate a kind of “habit-forming” 

state that is used in propositions that include dispositions, abilities, and occupations (Vendler, 26). 

Consider the habits in (3), given as examples from Vendler (1967), that can be derived from activities, 

accomplishments, and achievements:

(3) a. John is a chess player. 

b. John plays chess. (habit)

c. John played chess. (activity)

d. John is a writer. 

e. John writes books. (habit)

f. John wrote a book. (accomplishment)

g. John is a dog-catcher. 

h. John catches dogs. (habit)

i. John caught a dog. (achievement) 

While the sentences in (3) demonstrate how habits describe a pattern of things that happen, 

some verbs only describe states and they do not display any kind of event sense. This class of verbs can 

include: appreciate, believe, consist, hate, know, like, love, need, owe, prefer, realize, and want (Katz, 

223). The reason why some verbs are state verbs is because they do not describe something that 

happens in the same way that event verbs do. Vendler (1967) addressed this issue by defining states as 

non-processes and using the question “What are you doing?”. Some sample answers and their 

appropriateness are shown in (4). 
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(4) a. I am running.

b. I am sleeping.

c. *I am knowing.

d. *I am owning.

The sentences in (4c) and (4d) are not acceptable in the progressive form because knowing and owning 

are states (Vendler, 144). State verbs are in complimentary distribution with event verbs. Consider the 

following example sentences in (5) which show that the verb like is not acceptable in the same 

constructions1 that are acceptable for event verbs, such as write.

(5) a. John likes pizza. (state)

b. *John is liking pizza.

c. *What John does is like pizza.

d. *John writes a book. 

e. John is writing a book. (event)

f. What John does is write a book. (event)

The verb in (5a) is a state verb that describes a habit, but like cannot be used to describe an event2 in the 

same way that write can (Katz, 223). It is also important to note that the NP direct objects in (5) play an 

important role that defines not only the acceptability of a state verb but also its genericity. NPs can 

either be “kind-referring” or “object-referring” (Krifka, 3). If the NP in (5d) was made plural so that it 

refers to books in general, then (5d) would be acceptable, but the verb write in (5d) still cannot be 

coerced to have an event meaning even in that case3. I will talk more the role of NPs in genericity in 

1 State verbs are acceptable in the present tense, but not acceptable in the progressive or a wh-cleft construction (Katz, 
223).

2 I have demonstrated use of the verb like as a state verb, but I acknowledge that there is a case where like could express 
an event, such as when someone clicks on the “like” button in the context of Facebook (social media). For example, the 
sentence “John is liking his friend's photos” means that John is clicking the “like” button for each photo. That meaning 
of like is ignored in this thesis.

3 Cowper (1998) argues that the a sentence such as (5d) is acceptable in the reportive present tense, but the reportive 
present is not considered in this thesis and this tense is treated as the simple present hereafter.
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Section 1.1.3.

Some lexical verbs are both “stative” and “eventive”4 but they do not participate in the 

distinction between a habit and event. What this means is that this class of verbs have an event-like 

meaning that describes a kind of “static activity” which is static because nothing happens. These verbs 

include: hold, lie, sit, sleep, stand, think, and wait (Katz, 224; Dowty, 38). Consider the sentences in 

(6), where we can see that nothing happened, but that someone is doing something. The sentences in 

(6) show that think can be either stative or eventive, but think is still a state.

(6) a. John thinks that Sally is cute. (stative)

b. John is thinking about Sally. (eventive)

c. What John did was think about Sally. (eventive)

d. *What happened was that John thought about Sally.

(6a) is not eventive because it expresses that John holds a mental state. However, (6b) and (6c) are 

eventive because John is doing something in a grammatical sense. Eventive verbs that can express a 

kind of static activity are hereafter treated as episodes.5 In Section 1.1.3., I describe more about making 

the distinction between habits and events using diagnostic tests.

1.1.2 What are Episodes?

Some sentences are not generic – that is, they convey particular facts about the world and they 

describe particular events. Sentences that express particular facts are particular sentences (Krifka, 3). 

For the purposes of this thesis, I am concerned with particular events that are expressed in particular 

sentences. I will use the term “episodic sentences” when talking about particular sentences that 

describe a particular event and I will use the terms “episode” and “event” synonymously in my 

discussions of particular events. An episode is an event that conveys a specific fact about the world 

4 Dowty (1986) used the term “inceptive”.
5 So, in the sentence “John slept for 7 hours”, I have treated sleep as an episode that lasted for 7 hours.
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because it describes something that has happened. Episodic sentences provide an answer to any one of 

the following questions: “What happened?”, “What did you do?” or “What are you doing?”. I show the 

acceptability of some answers to these questions in (7) using episodes. The sentences in (7) that are not 

acceptable are sentences that use a state verb when trying to answer the above-mentioned questions, 

and this is shown for the state verbs want and hold in (7e) and (7f) respectively.

(7) a. I found a dollar bill on the ground. 

b. What happened was I found a dollar bill on the ground.

c. John is giving Fido a bath.

d. What John is doing is giving Fido a bath.

e. *What I did was want a new car.

f. *What happened was John held his car keys.

1.1.3 Some Tests for Habituality

There are some diagnostic tests that can be performed to find out if a sentence is characterizing 

or particular. I am especially interested in characterizing sentences that express habitual events. The 

first test for habituality, from Krifka (1995), is to try adding the adverb usually or typically to a 

sentence and see how the meaning changes. If the meaning does not change or changes very little, then 

the sentence is habitual. The meaning of the sentence can also be examined by adding the temporal 

adverbial yesterday, as in (8):

(8) a. Fido ate a grasshopper. (episode)

b. Fido ate a grasshopper, yesterday. (episode)

The episode in (8a) tells what has happened and what Fido did and the nature of the episode retains its 

meaning when it is modified with yesterday in (8b). However, habits cannot be modified by adding 

yesterday, as the sentences in (9a) and (9b) show. In (9c) and (9d) we can see that the present tense is 
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acceptable for habits with a certain character of NP. 

(9) a. Fido eats grasshoppers. (habit)

b. *Fido eats grasshoppers, yesterday.

c. ?? Fido eats a grasshopper.

d. Fido eats a grasshopper when he feels frisky. (habit)

Rimell (2004) discusses the role of the present tense with habitual sentences and shows that the 

habituality of sentences in the present tense depend on the nature of the NPs, which I describe using the 

second test for habituality.

The second test for habituality is to examine the NPs and determine if they are kind-referring or 

object-referring NPs. Definite singular NPs, bare-plural NPs, and bare singular NPs are kind-referring, 

whereas indefinite NPs are not. This is important for habituality interpretation because the nature of the 

NP influences the genericity of a sentence (Krifka, 10). The sentences in (10) show some examples of 

acceptable kind-referring NPs as they participate in the classification of habits and episodes. I provide 

the examples of (10c) and (10d) to show that kind-referring NPs can describe states that are not 

necessarily habits, but the sentence of (10c) is still characterizing. 

(10) a. Sally wrote books before she retired. (habit)

b. Dr. Smith is protecting the Black Rhino / Giant Pandas. (habit)

c. The woolly mammoth is extinct. (state)

d. *A woolly mammoth is extinct.

Kind-referring NPs must correspond to an acceptable and established kind (Krifka, 11). However, 

consider the bare singular NP in (11a), which describes an accomplishment. While the NP in (11a) does 

refer to a kind of food, Susie must have eaten a particular rattlesnake because she did not eat all 

rattlesnakes. This same idea also applies to activities such as hunting, fishing, and the like. 

It is important to note that while the sentences in (11a) and (11b) have an episodic reading, an 
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interpretation of habituality in these sentences still depends on the presence or absence of temporal 

adverbials (from the first test that I described). I demonstrate the significance of this using the 

examples in (11) which employ both kind-referring NPs as well as temporal adverbials:

(11) a. Susie ate rattlesnake. (episode)

b. Susie ate rattlesnake for years. (habit)

c. Susie and Greg hunted rattlesnake. (episode)

d. Susie and Greg hunted rattlesnake, yesterday. (episode)

e. Susie and Greg always hunted rattlesnake in the summertime. (habit)

Tenses and aspectual classes have a pivotal function in determining habituality. As Vendler 

(1967) explained, aspectual classes correspond to different kinds of events and states6. The four 

aspectual classes are: activities, accomplishments, achievements, and states. Events are either activities, 

accomplishments or achievements. Along these lines, Dowty (1986) explains that observing the tense 

of the main verb of a sentence does not provide enough information to determine aspectual class. 

Consider the sentences in (12), which I show correspond to different aspectual classes even though the 

tense of the main verb is the same in each sentence (Dowty, 39).

 (12) a. Bob is writing. (activity)

b. Bob is writing a check. (accomplishment)

c. Bob is writing the letter 'B'. (achievement) 

1.2 TYPICAL DURATIONS OF EPISODES AND HABITS

Episodes take place during a period of time. In natural language, the duration of an event can be 

made explicit in an utterance, or it can be left implied. There are several factors that affect the typical 

6 See Vendler (1967) and Dowty (1986) for a more thorough discussion on the differences between states, activities, 
accomplishments, and achievements. Also, note that Moens and Steedman (1988) refer to aspecutal classes as processes 
and non-processes.
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duration of events and habits. In this thesis, I have not restricted these durations however it is still 

important to discuss what can affect typical duration. We can see that for the examples in (13), the 

durations of these events are quite different and can cover a spectrum of possibilities. The time it takes 

to blink in (13a) is much shorter than the time it takes for Harry to starve in (13b), and so forth. Next to 

each of the examples in (13) I have indicated an approximate duration for how long each event might 

take.

(13) a. Harry blinked. (seconds)

b. This little seed sprouted. (days)

c. Harry starved. (weeks)

d. The value of John's shares in Apple grew. (months)

e. The child grew to stand 3 feet tall. (years)

f. Mt. Mazama created Crater Lake. (centuries)

An event such as blinking is different from starving and the primary reason is that these two events last 

for different amounts of time – starving must happen for longer than seconds or minutes. Now, consider 

that the blinking event in (13a) can happen over and over for any length of time. The duration for an 

iterative event such as that in (13a) will be the duration that is reported in my data. 

Several factors influence the duration of an event. The duration for an event can be influenced 

by its arguments. An example of this is shown in (14) for an eating event. 

(14) a. John ate a snack.

b. John ate a meal.

Eating a snack in (14a) can go on for minutes while eating a meal in (14b) can last for half an hour to 

several hours. Verb sense can also affect how its duration is interpreted. For example, running a 

company and running for president are two different kinds of events because these are two different 

senses of the verb run. I show an example of how the verb's sense will influence the interpretation of an 
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event's duration in (15) using WordNet as a guide (“About WordNet”).

(15) a. Sally grew angry. (to become; to take on a property)

b. This peace lily grew taller. (to increase in size by a natural process)

For some events, such as those in (15), the duration for an event is intrinsic to the event itself. 

This kind of variation is shown in (16):

(16) a. It took Sally three years to write her memoir.

b. It took John three decades to write his memoir.

The duration for the writing event in (16a) is different from the duration for the writing event in (16b) 

even though both pertain to writing the same kind of book. This difference is not attributed to the 

character of the verb's arguments or other embedding features. In fact, there is no information to 

describe why the durations are different, except to say that Sally wrote her memoir in less time than 

John wrote his. The durations of events will hereafter be described in terms of a distribution of 

durations that ranges over all of the possible durations that I have found empirically.

Typical durations for habits can be influenced by the same factors that I have already discussed 

for events, such as: verb arguments, verb senses, and the nature of the event itself. Consider the 

sentences in (17) that show different kinds of habits. The sentence in (17a) is habitual but it also shows 

a duration for the individual events that have been abstracted by the habit7.

(17) a. John spent 6 minutes checking his voicemail everyday for 3 years.

b. John really believed your lies for 5 years!

In (17a), the habit of checking voicemail goes on for 3 years, but it only took John 6 minutes each time. 

The example shown in (17b) is considered to be a habit even though it seems that the state of believing 

has terminated. This is because, as I showed earlier, verbs that are strictly state verbs have a habitual 

7 In sentences such as (17a), I was not able to extract the duration for both habit and individual episode. In the cases where 
two durations were present, only one duration was extracted. Sentences were hand-labeled for habituality accordingly. 
Since only the individual episode could be extracted in (17a) it would have the duration of 6 minutes and would be 
labled as an episode.
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meaning but do not have an episodic meaning. 

The target of this thesis is to be able to create a kind of tuple that describes two different kinds 

of durations for certain verbs: an event duration and a habit duration. I am using overt references to 

temporal duration that I have extracted in order to model the distribution of durations for events and 

habits. What I will do is extract this kind of information from Twitter using regular expressions. Using 

a semi-supervised machine learning algorithm, I will automatically label sentences from Twitter for 

whether or not they describe habits or episodes. I will evaluate the accuracy of my automatic labeling 

task by selecting a small subset of labeled sentences and and hand-labeling them for whether or not 

each habituality label in my sample is correct. 

In my analysis, I report the kinds of duration distributions that I found. I show that two-peak 

distributions, such as those found by Gusev et al. (2011), correspond to two different kinds of duration 

distributions – one for habits and another for episodes. I also compare my duration distributions with 

those that were reported in Gusev et al. (2011) as well as Pan et al. (2011), and measure the correlation 

between my work and theirs. 

1.3   STRUCTURE OF THESIS

This thesis is structured as follows. In Section 2, I report on previous work. In Section 3, I 

describe how data was collected from Twitter to build a corpus of tweets. In Section 4, I describe my 

method for how I extracted tweets with specific features from the Twitter corpus that I collected. In 

Section 5, I describe how I used machine learning to automatically label tweets for habituality. In 

Section 6, I discuss and analyze the resulting episodic and habitual duration distributions for the verbs 

that were extracted. Finally, in Section 7, I conclude and suggest some future research directions.
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2 PRIOR RELATED WORK

Past research on events and their typical durations has made use of standard corpora with texts 

from literature excerpts, news stories, and full-length weblogs (Pan, Mulkar and Hobbs, 2006; Pan et 

al., 2011; Kozareva & Hovy, 2011; Gusev et al., 2011). However, Twitter is becoming increasingly 

popular for linguistics research. Twitter has been used for detecting sarcasm (González-Ibáñez, 

Muresan, and Wacholder, 2011), as well as sentiment for events (Thelwall, Buckley, and Paltoglou, 

2011), topic modeling (Ramage, Dumais, and Liebling, 2010), and dialogue modeling (Ritter, Cherry, 

and Dolan, 2010). My work uses data from Twitter in order to compile many different kinds of events 

and habits and their corresponding durations.

2.1   HUMAN ANNOTATION

The first to examine typical durations of events was Pan et al. (2006; 2011). They describe a 

method to annotate events with duration information. They hand-annotated a portion of the 

TIMEBANK corpus that consisted of news articles and non-financial articles from the Wall Street 

Journal8. They did this for 48 news articles (for 2,132 events) and 10 Wall Street Journal articles (for 

156 events). For each event, three annotators indicated a lower-bound duration and an upper-bound 

duration that would cover 80% of the possible cases. For example, consider the event in (18) and their 

three upper and lower bounds: 

(18) After the victim, Linda Sanders, 35, had finished her cleaning and was waiting for her 

clothes to dry..

Each of the annotators provided a lower-bound duration, an upper-bound duration, and a confidence 

level on a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being most confident). The event “finished” in (18) was annotated 

with three lower-bound durations (1 minute, 1 second, 5 seconds), and three corresponding upper-

8 Pan et al. (2011) hand-annotations can be found at: http://www.isi.edu/~hobbs/EventDuration/annotations/
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bound durations (5 minutes, 10 seconds, 10 minutes). 

In their experiments, Pan et al. (2011) examined their annotation guidelines and found that 

annotator agreement was significantly higher after annotators were instructed to use their guidelines. 

These guidelines took into consideration information about event classes. The final guidelines 

addressed the following kinds of classes: actions vs. states, aspectual events, reporting events (quoted 

and unquoted reporting), multiple events, events involving negation, appearance events, and positive 

infinitive durations9. Pan et al. (2011) calculated their inter-annotator agreement using distribution 

overlap and the kappa statistic. They did this under the assumption that the area between upper and 

lower bounds covered 80% of the distribution. First, they converted the upper and lower bounds into 

distributions. They defined agreement in terms of the overlap between distributions. Their assumption 

is that duration distributions are normally distributed, however this thesis will give light to the true 

character of distributions for different events and habits using my empirical method.

To automatically learn typical durations of events, Pan et al. (2011) tried two kinds of machine 

learning classification tasks to predict duration at different scales: (1) learning the coarse-grained 

duration of events (more than a day or less than a day), and (2) identifying the most likely fine-grained 

temporal unit. They used the following features: the verb itself, local context, syntactic relations 

(subject, object, lemma, and part of speech), and WordNet hypernyms. They explored task (1) and task 

(2) with several classifiers (Naïve Bayes, SVM, and C4.5 decision trees). For task (1) they found that 

SVMs achieved the best overall test precision at 78.2%, compared with  87.7% in human annotation, 

using the event and syntactic features. For task (2), the best reported test precision was  67.9% for 

SVMs. While this performance is better than the baseline, it is not as good as human agreement, which 

was relatively poor at 79.8%.  

9 Positive infinitive durations are states that will last forever once they begin, such as being dead (Pan, 733).
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2.2   WEB EXTRACTION

In an effort to compile temporal duration information for a wider range of verbs, Gusev et al. 

(2011) explored a Web-based query method for harvesting typical durations of events. They used five 

different kinds of query frames to extract events and their durations from the web at a coarse-grained 

level and at a fine-grained level. They compiled a lexicon of 10,000 events and their duration 

distributions10. The kinds of patterns that they used are described in Table 1.

Table 1. List of Extraction Frames from Gusev et al. (2011)

Granularity Pattern Description

Coarse-grained <eventpast> yesterday

Coarse-grained <eventpast_participle> yesterday

Fine-grained <eventpast_participle> for <duration>

Fine-grained <eventpast> for <duration>

Fine-grained spent <duration> <eventgerund>

They calculated the most likely duration for events at a coarse-grained scale and also at a fine-grained 

scale – which is what I am interested in for the purposes of this thesis. To obtain each of the duration 

distributions, they first binned durations into their temporal units11. Next, they discarded data that was 

extracted using patterns that had very low “hit-counts” in their effort to judge the reliability of their 

extraction frames. Finally, they normalized the distributions based on how often a pattern occurred in 

general (for all events). In Figure 1, I show a replication of their duration distribution for the lemma to  

say. We can see that the most likely duration for a say event is seconds, but it can also go on for years.

10 Gusev et al.'s (2011) lexicon can be found at: http://cs.stanford.edu/~agusev/durations/index.html
11 It is not known if Gusev et al. (2011) first converted their extracted durations to seconds, or relied on the units of the 

duration mention.
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Figure 1. Distribution for say from Gusev et al. (2011)

They note that many of the events they extracted display a two-peaked distribution similar to the one 

seen in Figure 1. When used with a duration marker, run, for example, is used about 15% of the time 

with hour-scale and 38% with year-scale duration markers. While the habit/episode distinction is not 

made in their analysis, they note that these double-peaked duration distributions could be attributed to 

interpretations that are iterative or habitual (or both). It is this distinction of habituality and episodicity 

that I methodologically explore in this thesis. In Section 6, I show a comparison of the duration means 

for lemmas that I collected with those collected by Gusev et al. (2011).  

Kozareva and Hovy (2011) also collected typical durations of events using Web query patterns. 

They proposed a six-way classification of ways in which events are related to time, but provided only 

programmatic analyses of a few verbs using Web-based query patterns. They have called for the 

creation of a publicly available compilation of the 5,000 most common verbs along with their typical 

temporal durations, which is what I have attempted to provide in my work. 
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2.3   LEARNING HABITUALITY

There has also been some work done to automatically classify sentences as habitual or episodic. 

Matthew and Katz (2009) built a machine learning classifier to automatically label sentences for 

habituality. Their work is integral to my thesis because they show which kinds of features are most 

predictive of habits and episodes. They have shown that the tenses and grammatical aspects of verbs 

are tied to habituality. Their work indicates that present tense is most often associated with habitual 

sentences whereas the past tense and perfect aspect are most often associated with particular sentences. 

They show that both precision and recall significantly increases when the tense of the main verb is used 

as a feature. They found that the features that were most predictive of habituality were verb tense, 

aspect, the presence of absence of adverbials, and prepositional phrases (locative, directional, and 

temporal). I make use of the tense and aspect features in my work. Interestingly, due to the nature of the 

data that they used (the PennTreebank corpus), they could not find many instances of progressive and 

perfect aspects, and they report therefore that the impact of aspect as a classification feature might be 

understated. My work includes the following tenses and aspects for habituality classification: present 

simple, past simple, present progressive, past progressive, present perfect, and past perfect. 

One significant divergence between my work and Mathew and Katz (2009) is that they omitted 

statives from their data. I did not do this. I treated stative verbs as habits, and I treated the eventive 

sense of verbs as episodes. For their automatic classification task, Mathew and Katz were able to 

achieve 86.3% precision using the C4.5 decision tree classifier on a hand-annotated corpus of 1,816 

sentences with 72 lexical verbs. I was not able to obtain their labeled corpus to compare my automatic 

labeling with their, so instead I have evaluated my automatic labeling task by selecting a subset of the 

labeled data and measuring the predicted accuracy of the labels, which I describe in Section 5.
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3 CREATING A CORPUS OF TWEETS

I collected data, pre-processed it, and compiled it into a corpus12. I used data from the Twitter 

microblogging website in an effort to exploit the kind of information that is found on Twitter. First, I 

describe the benefits of using this data. Next, I report my method for collecting the data online.  Finally, 

I explain the kinds of data pre-processing that I performed in order to prepare the data for public use.

3.1 USING TWITTER AS A CORPUS

Twitter is a microblogging webservice that hosts a collection of short text messages online. The 

kind of data that can be collected from Twitter is unlike anything found in existing resources, including 

literature excerpts, news stories, and full-length weblogs. Data from Twitter is unique because millions 

of different people from around the world contribute everyday to the body of text that is hosted by 

Twitter. Twitter is a rich resource to use for gathering information about everyday events and habits. 

Users of the Twitter microblogging web service post their status message updates online in the form of 

user-generated text, called “tweets”. Users can post their tweets to Twitter in the public sphere and in 

real-time as they conduct their activities throughout the day. In this way, real people are reporting real 

things that happen. A collection of tweets will therefore contain a significant amount of mundane 

information about common events and habits, such as how long it takes to drive across town, how long 

it takes to wait in line at the DMV, or how long people spend working, as in (18) :

(18) a. Retired watchmaker worked for 44 years without a telephone, to avoid unnecessary 

interruptions, http://t.co/ox3mB6g 

b. Had work for an hour and 30 mins now going to disneyland with my cousins :) 

Tweets such as those shown in (18) provide a lot of information. The tweet in (18a) expresses a habit of 

12 Two versions of the Twitter data are available for download. The pre-processed version of this corpus, called “The Pre-
processed Twitter Corpus” (described in Section 3.3) is available at this website: https://sites.google.com/site/relinguistics/. 
Another version of this corpus is available at the same website, and it is called “The Extracted Twitter Corpus” (which I 
describe in detail in Section 4).
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working as well as how long the habit of working goes on for, in this case for 44 years. Similarly, a 

tweet like (18b) provides information about a single work episode and also indicates that a single work 

episode lasted for an hour and a half. Twitter is filled with this kind of information about events and 

their durations and is therefore an excellent source for gathering a collection of events and habits and 

their durations. 

Twitter has a built-in limit for how long an individual tweet can be and that limit is 140 

characters. This length limitation is advantageous because tweets typically describe a single event. For 

each tweet, Twitter provides a set of meta-information about the user and the tweet itself. Some of this 

meta-information proved to be very useful in the present study, such as the unique tweet ID and the 

user-language identification code. 

3.2 DATA COLLECTION FROM TWITTER

In order to compile a collection of verbs and their associated duration phrases using tweets, I 

first collected tweets from Twitter. All of the tweets that were used in this research were were collected 

from the Twitter web service API using a Python module called Tweetstream (Halvorsen & Schierkolk, 

2010). The Tweetstream module is designed to retrieve individual tweets from the Twitter API stream 

by sending 'GET' requests over the internet. I wrote a script in Python that utilized the Tweetstream 

module to filter the Twitter API data stream and continuously retrieve tweets. All of the tweets were 

retrieved in JSON format and this format provided a data structure that contained useful meta 

information about the person who posted their tweet as well as meta information about the tweet itself. 

The data stream was filtered in two ways: (1) I only collected tweets in the English language, 

and (2) all of the tweets that I collected mentioned a temporal unit. I used the Twitter language-ID field 

to filter out tweets that were not in English. To ensure that each tweet contained a duration unit, I 

filtered the incoming data stream with query words that were supplied to the Tweetstream module in 
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the 'GET' request. I used a set of 28 initial query words, shown below:

second, seconds, minute, minutes, hour, hours, day, days, week, weeks, month, months, year,  

years, decade, decades, century, centuries, sec, secs, min, mins, hr, hrs, wk, wks, yr, yrs 

I enumerated these temporal duration units because unlike the language found in news articles, the 

language that is used in tweets varies significantly among speaker styles. For example, one variation 

found on Twitter is “mins” for “minutes” and so variations like this were accounted for in the initial 

query words. 

The Tweetstream module gathers a sample of tweets from the Twitter API data stream, so in 

order to gather as much data as possible I used five instances of my data collection program and ran 

each of them simultaneously. I allowed my five my data collection programs run continuously from 

February 1, 2011 to September 28, 2011. I saved each retrieved tweet by writing it to an external file, 

using append, and Python Pickle serialization. I collected 22,999,727 tweets. 

3.3 DATA PRE-PROCESSING

This section describes how I pre-processed my collected corpus. The goal of this pre-processing 

was to put the corpus into a working condition so that I could query it and extract habits and episodes 

from the data along with their respective durations. This collected corpus was overspecified, meaning 

that not all of the data here would be useful for my task of extracting habits and episodes (my 

extraction method is described in Section 4). I pre-processed this corpus in several ways with the 

objective of having a body of tweets that are tagged for part of speech that I could use for doing 

extraction.

The data that I collected contained some duplicate tweets because I had used five instances of 

my data collection program to stream data from Twitter. In order to remove duplicate tweets from my 

collection, I used the unique tweet ID that was assigned by Twitter to locate duplicated tweets and then 
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I removed them. After I removed duplicate tweets, there were 14,801,607 unique tweets remaining in 

the collection. The collected corpus of tweets underwent text cleaning. The goal of text cleaning was to 

normalize the text. First, all of the text was converted to lowercase. Twitter-specific tokens were 

removed from tweets, and include the following symbols were removed: “@” and“#”13. I also removed 

URIs and extra spaces. Next, all of the punctuation was removed to facilitate identifying nonsense 

tokens for removal, in an effort to facilitate part of speech tagging. The following types of words were 

removed if they contained repeated medial letters: like, totally, really, bleh, phew, luv, dude, and yo. 

For example, occurrences such as luuuuuv and blehhhhh were removed. In addition, the following text-

speak expressions were removed, as well as variations of them that contained repeated letters: hah,  

haha, aha, huh, heh, um, omg, uk, ak, ek, lol, xo, aha, lmao, lmfao, lolz, lulz, argh, rawr, aw, naw, yah,  

yup, and yak. 

Several kinds of translations were done using regular expressions. First, I attempted to translate 

text-speak into English words and remove filler-expressions that are common in text-speak. A second 

type of translation was done in order to standardize the duration measure units that were employed as 

the 28 initial query words. All of the expressions that related to a duration unit were translated to the 

singular form of that duration unit. For example, “mins” and “minutes” were translated to “minute” to 

make the temporal duration units consistent. Table 2 shows a list of the translations that were made.

13 On Twitter, the symbol “@” corresponds to “mentions” and the symbol “#” corresponds to “hashtags”. The text part of 
was kept as a token for both of these after having removed the corresponding symbols.
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Table 2. List of Text Translations During Data Pre-Processing

Original token Translation

sec, secs, seconds second

min, mins, minutes minute

hours hour

days day

wk, wks week

months month

yr, yrs, years year

decades decade

alot a lot

bn, bin been

b be

w, wit with

dem them

waz, wz, wuz was

Finally, all of the tweets were tokenized on whitespace, and then tagged for POS using the NLTK 

treebank tagger (Bird & Loper, 2004). The NLTK treebank tagger utilizes the PennTreebank Tagset.
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4  METHODOLOGY FOR EXTRACTING DURATIONS FOR EPISODES AND HABITS

The goal of the methodology described in this section is twofold: (1) to extract a subset of 

tweets that can be used for analyzing temporal durations of habits and events, called the “Extracted 

Twitter Corpus”14, and (2) to extract specific features from these tweets in order to automatically 

classify them as habits and episodes. First, I describe the method that I used to extract verbs and the set 

of features associated with each verb from my collection of tweets. The extraction method described in 

this section was necessary to employ because I did not know a priori which of the tweets in the “Pre-

Processed Twitter Corpus” contained events and habits with a measured temporal duration. For each 

tweet that I was able to identify an measured event or habit, these tweets were gathered together to 

collect the “Extracted Twitter Corpus” that was prepared especially for analyzing typical durations of 

habits and episodes. First, I discuss how features were identified and extracted using extraction frames. 

Next, I explain how I converted measured temporal durations into seconds. Finally I provide an 

analysis of the extraction frame performance and coverage, as well as a summary of the kinds of 

duration distributions that I discovered for various lexical verbs.

4.1 EXTRACTING FEATURES USING FOUR TYPES OF FRAMES

I used four types of extraction frames to extract features from the tweets. Each type of 

extraction frame corresponds to one type of extractor. I used the following four words as extractors:: 

for, spend, take, and in. Two of these four types of extractors were used because they were shown to be 

useful for extracting events and durations in the work of Gusev et al., (2011)15. The extraction frames 

were used to identify one verb and its corresponding duration for a given tweet. 

14 The “Extracted Twitter Corpus” is available at https://sites.google.com/site/relinguistics/
15 Gusev et al., (2011) used for and spent, but reported that their extraction patterns that used in and take did not improve 

their system's performance. While they do not say specifically that the patterns overgeneralized, in this work, I have 
added some restrictions on what kinds of tenses and aspects will match, which I describe in more detail in Sections 4.1.1 
through 4.1.4.
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Each of the four extraction frames were implemented as a set of regular expressions so that 

there was a set of regular expressions for each frame type. All of the regular expressions were designed 

to match text based on part of speech tags, therefore part of speech tags have played an instrumental 

role in this project. These regular expressions identified and then extracted specific features to describe 

events and habits, such as: verb lemma, main verb tense, grammatical aspect, and the duration16. 

The four types of extraction frames function in similar ways, even though the set of regular 

expressions for each extraction frame vary. One commonality is that the tense and aspect are identified 

at the sentence level. Tense and aspect were determined by the part of speech of the main verb and the 

nature of the auxiliary verb. Auxiliary verbs were treated as optional for the regular expression 

matching because in some cases auxiliaries were omitted. If an auxiliary verb was present, then tense 

was determined by the auxiliary. By matching with an optional auxiliary verb, some variation is 

allowed in the kinds of tenses and aspects that were extracted. Table 3 shows different combinations of 

verb tense and aspect that I identified and extracted. Hypothetical events and habits (which are 

described using modals), negated events (that is, things that did not happen) as well as future events 

were set aside. Once I had extracted a verb that could be event-describing or habit-describing, I used 

the NLTK interface to WordNet to identify verb lemmas17 (Bird and Loper, 2004). Each of the verb 

lemmas that I found were added to the the feature set. 

Another commonality among the four types of extraction frames is that each duration had to 

match one of the standardized temporal duration units: second, minute, hour, day, week, month, year, or 

decade. The regular expressions that matched for measured temporal durations were designed to match 

different kinds of numerical mentions. A duration could be in the form of a digit or a spelled-out 

number. For example, any of the following numerical expressions could match: 25, twenty-five, 

16 Note that I did not extract temporal adverbials as a feature for machine learning, but there were a total of 12,480 tweets 
that had an adverbial modifier, which is less than 4% of the total number of tweets in the corpus. 

17 See Appendix B for a list of all the verb lemmas that are found in the “Extracted Twitter Corpus”
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twentyfive, or twenty five. 

There were some cases cases where I was not able to determine the tense of the main verb in 

tweets using regular expressions, and I treated the tense as having the label “unknown”. In (19) I show 

a tweet that I could not automatically determine tense, but could determine the aspect:

(19) @Schofe after just spending 10 minutes cleaning the floor I will have to do it again after 

spitting tea all over it....BAPS !!!! Bad man!!!

In (19), the event that was identified was cleaning which lasted for 10 minutes. I extracted the 

grammatical aspect as progressive using the part of speech tag for the verb cleaning. Table 318 shows 

the kinds of patterns that I used to identify and extract tense and aspect using part of speech tags19. 

18 In Table 3, I refer to part of speech using the tags from the Penn Treebank Tagset, which I have provided in Appendix A.
19 I did not extract the perfect-progressive aspects with their tenses. I note that 38,545 tweets in “The Twitter Extracted 

Corpus which used the perfect-progressive aspect. I treated tweets with this aspect as having the progressive aspect and 
tense unknown. 
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Table 3.  Examples of Tense and Aspect Pattern Combinations 

Extractor
Type

Patterns Tense Aspect # of Tweets
Matched

for verb (VBZ|VBP) Present Simple 81,801

for, in verb (VBD|VBN) Past Simple 174,068

spend (spends|spend) (VBZ|VBP) Present Simple 2,514

spend spent VBD Past Simple 0

take (takes|take) (VBZ|VBP) to PP Present Simple 14,989

take took VBD to PP Past Simple 15,956

for (am|is|are) (VBZ|VBP) Present Progressive 2,794

for, in (was|were) VBD Past Progressive 4,459

spend (am|is|are) (VBZ|VBP) spending VBG Present Progressive 22

spend (was|were) VBD spending VBG Past Progressive 1

take (am|is|are) (VBZ|VBP) taking VBG Present Progressive 246

take (was|were) VBD taking VBG Past Progressive 33

for, in (have|has) (VBZ|VBP) Present Perfect 9,326

for, in had VBD Past Perfect 692

spend have (VBZ|VBP) spent VBN Present Perfect 0

spend had VBD spent VBN Past Perfect 0

take (has|have) (VBZ|VBP) (took|taken) VBN Present Prefect 259

take had VBD (took|taken) VBN Past Perfect 15

take taking VBG  unknown Progressive 1,509

spend spending VBG unknown Progressive 56

for verb VBG unknown Progressive 77,545

spend spent VBN unknown Perfect 0

take (took|taken) VBN unknown Perfect 1,277

for, in verb VBN unknown Perfect 0

OVERALL – -- -- 390,562

4.1.1 Extraction Using for

One set of regular expressions were designed to identify and extract features using the for-
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adverbial as a type of extraction frame. This set of regular expressions covered the following tenses and 

aspects: present simple, present progressive, present perfect, past simple, past progressive, and past 

perfect, bare progressive, and bare perfect. All of the regular expressions in this set allowed for some 

varied word order, and this can be seen in (20). First, consider (20a) which shows that the event is 

mentioned before the for extractor, and then consider (20b) which shows that the event follows the 

extractor:

(20) a. @beej1613 i slept for a solid 7 hours haha

b. @nbcnewscrew Thanks.  For about a month I worked for John Cameron Swayze just

when he got done as news directorl

Moens and Steedman (1988) explained that for-adverbials are often used to describe activities20 that do 

not necessarily culminate in a final change of state. So the verb for the tweet in (20a) is treated in its 

eventive sense as an activity that goes on for seven hours. In Table 4, I show the number of tweets that I 

extracted with their tense and aspect, after I used the for extraction frame.

Table 4. Tenses and Aspects Extracted: for 

Tense Aspect # of Tweets 
Extracted

Present Simple 81,801

Present Progressive 2,794

Present Perfect 3,888

Past Simple 100,706

Past Progressive 3,359

Past Perfect 531

unknown Progressive 77,545

20 I use the term activity cohesively throughout this paper, though it should be noted that Moens and Steedman (1998) use 
different terminology for aspectual classes. They describe activities as processes, whereas achievements and 
accomplishments are culminated processes that result in a consequence state. 
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4.1.2 Extraction Using in

Another set of regular expressions was created to identify and extract features using the in 

extractor. This extraction frame type was interesting because in natural language, the use of in can 

sometimes indicate an impending event as in (21), but it depends on the lexical specificity of the event. 

We can see from (21a) that the event is impending, but this is not the case when the past tense or 

perfect aspect is used to describe an event, as in (21b) and (21c): 

(21) a. John is cleaning the stove in 10 minutes.

b. John had cleaned the stove in 10 minutes.

c. John cleaned the stove in 10 minutes.

The event in (21b) is considered to have taken place before both the point of reference and the point of 

speech and is therefore considered to have been completed at the time of utterance (Reichenbach, 72). 

Since the cleaning event in (21b) has already been completed, then it is understood that the event lasted 

for 10 minutes. In order to avoid extracting impending events, the regular expressions associated with 

the in extractor were restricted to match only past progressive, past perfect, past simple, and present 

perfect. So the kind of event shown in (21a) was ignored because it uses present tense and progressive 

aspect. In Table 5, I show the number of tweets that I extracted with their tense and aspect, after I used 

the in extraction frame.

Table 5. Tenses and Aspects Extracted: in 

Tense Aspect # of Tweets 
Extracted

Present Perfect 5,438

Past Simple 76,362

Past Progressive 1,100

Past Perfect 161
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4.1.3 Extraction Using spend

Unlike the previous extraction frames, the spend extraction frame did not attempt match for 

varied word order. Another major difference is that tense and aspect were determined at the sentence-

level, based on the tense and aspect of spend. The number of tweets extracted for each tense and aspect 

using the spend extraction frame are provided in Table 6.

Table 6. Tenses and Aspects Extracted: spend 

Tense Aspect # of Tweets 
Extracted

Present Simple 2,514

Present Progressive 22

Past Progressive 1

unknown Progressive 56

4.1.4 Extraction Using take

The pattern type with extractor take was designed in the same way as the pattern that used 

extractor for, except that the tense and aspect were extracted at the sentence level from the tense and 

aspect of take. Using the extractor, take, the word order was allowed to vary, meaning that an event 

may precede the extractor, and an example of this is shown in (23). In Table 7, I show the number of 

tweets that I extracted with their tense and aspect, after I used the take extraction frame.

(23) a. It took me 30 minutes to drive across town.

b. Driving across town took me 30 minutes.
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Table 7. Tenses and Aspects Extracted: take

Tense Aspect # of Tweets 
Extracted

Present Simple 14,989

Present Progressive 246

Present Perfect 259

Past Simple 15,956

Past Progressive 33

Past Perfect 15

unknown Progressive 1,509

unknown Perfect 1,277

4.2 CONVERTING DURATIONS INTO SECONDS

Each duration mention was converted into seconds using a set of regular expressions and 

arithmetic. In Table 8, I show how the value of each temporal duration unit was treated in this 

arithmetic. For example, a duration of 25 minutes would be converted to 1500 seconds. 

Table 8. Values Used for Converting Durations to Seconds

Temporal Duration Unit Duration in seconds 

second 1

minute = 60 seconds 60

hour = 60 minutes 3600

day =  24 hours 86400

week = 7 days 604800

month = 30 days 2592000

year = 365 days 31536000

decade = 10 years 315360000
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Not all of the temporal durations that were extracted were numerically measured. Tweets that 

contained indefinite determiners a or an were treated as having a value of 1 temporal unit so that the 

noun phrase “an hour” could be converted to 3600 seconds. There were 51,806 such tweets. Some of 

the tweets contained expressions such as: “some hours”, “many hours”, and “several hours”. In cases 

like these, I provided an exact temporal value for the duration. The duration was treated as having a 

value of based on its temporal unit so that durations like “some hours”, “many hours”, and “several 

hours” would all be treated as one hour and then converted to 3600 seconds. This was applied to all of 

the temporal durations that were not numerically measured21.

Some of the durations were expressed figuratively, in which case the duration that was extracted 

was not necessarily reliable. Figurative expressions of temporal duration is an future area of study. I 

handled figurative expressions by only removing tweets from the extracted corpus that described an 

event taking place for a very long duration and I set the cutoff at one billion seconds (approximately 31 

years). We can see some of these kinds of tweets in (24), which assert a figurative duration.

(24) a. I hate when I order food and it takes 2009779732 years to come

b. I think it may take me around 1600 years to drink an Olympic swimming pool

c. @daniellekate87 @8kay7 @f_a_b_ It did take you about 20,000 years to stop being 

an egg :p

d. @samanthaziko gn nerd it takes u fifty years to tweet back

e. I think my iTunes library is too big, it takes 7987694564 years to open

f. @caitlinmoran It takes 32 years for a glow worm to grow into a full sized glow stick!

So, if an event  or habit was associated with a duration of greater than one billion seconds, then that 

tweet (and subsequently all of its features) were omitted from the “Extracted Twitter Corpus”. I 

removed 6,389 tweets due to the duration lasting for more than one billion seconds.

21 There were 35,553 tweets matching this criteria.
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4.3 ANALYSIS OF EXTRACTION FRAMES

The final “Extracted Twitter Corpus” contains 390,562 tweets wherein each tweet contains 

either a habit or an event with a measured temporal duration. I removed 5,207 tweets that matched 

more than one extraction pattern. I also removed 248,739 tweets for which the frequency of the verb 

lemma was less than 100. The overall number of tweets extracted for each extraction frame type is 

shown in Table 9. I identified 486 verb lemmas (see Appendix B for the list of verb lemmas).

I evaluated the estimated precision of my extraction frames. This performance was measured by 

first selecting a random sample of 400 tweets. Next, I hand-labeled each tweet in the sample as correct 

if the tweet was relevant to the extraction frame and its extracted features were correct. The overall 

precision for extraction frames was 90.38%, and this metric was estimated using a two-tailed t-test for 

sample size of proportions with 95% confidence (p=0.05, n=400). The estimated precision for each 

extraction frame type is shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Estimated Precision of Each Extraction Frame Type

Extraction 
Frame Type

Estimated
Precision

Number of tweets 
extracted

for 91.25% 270,624

in 72.25% 83,061

spend 99.75% 2,593

take 98.25% 34,284

Overall 90.38% 390,562

4.4 DURATION DISTRIBUTIONS

I plotted the duration distributions according to verb lemma. I divided these distributions into 

two categories: (1) distributions that are unimodal, and (2) distributions that are bimodal, in order to see 
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and analyze the character of the distributions. Since there are 486 verb lemmas in my collection, I had 

486 duration distributions. I found 49 unimodal distributions, 162 bimodal distributions. My goal in 

this thesis is to provide typical durations for episodes and habits, but I also show that bimodal 

distributions, such as those found by Gusev et al. (2011), are significant because they indicate that there 

are two distinct kinds of distributions. It is my hypothesis that these two groups are episodes and habits. 

Consider the duration distributions in Figures 2-5, for search, accomplish, coach, and host. I will show 

that these distributions signify that the duration for a single episode and the duration of a habit are 

different. To generate each plot, I binned the duration in seconds using a log10 scale. The log10 scale 

corresponds well to the temporal units (seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, etc.)

Figure 2: Duration Distribution for search
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Figure 3: Duration Distribution for accomplish

Figure 4: Duration Distribution for coach
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 Figure 5: Duration Distribution for host
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5   METHODOLOGY FOR SEMI-SUPERVISED HABITUALITY LABELING 

In this section, I describe the method that I used for labeling tweets in the extracted corpus for 

habituality. The goal of this task was to be able to disaggregate the verbs in this set of tweets as 

expressing either a habit or a single episode. First, I hand-annotated a sample of tweets for whether or 

not the were habitual or episodic. I performed this annotation using the context of the original tweet. 

Next, I evaluated a set of machine learning classifiers using the WEKA machine learning software 

package (Hall et al., 2009). I selected the best overall performing classifier, C4.5 decision trees, to train 

as the classifier for the generic Yarowsky bootstrapping algorithm (Abney, 2004). I used this 

bootstrapping method to automatically labeled each of the tweets in the extracted corpus as expressing 

either a habit or an episode. 

5.1 ANNOTATING HABITUALITY

The bootstrapping method that I used required me to have a small sample of labeled data. I 

annotated a randomly-selected sample of 1,000 tweets for whether or not the tweet described either a 

habit or an episode. I adopted one test for habituality described from Krifka (1995). In this section, I 

describe how I determined habituality for this sample of tweets.

First test, I checked for the presence or absence of the adverbials usually, everyday, sometimes,  

always or typically (Krifka, 9). An example of this test is shown in (25). However, as we can see in 

(25c), sometimes although a sentence is habitual, the duration that is reported corresponds to a single 

episode. In that case, I was compelled to label tweets such as (25c) as episode. The reason why is 

because I want to find out the typical duration for a single episode, and the typical duration for how 

long a habit goes on for. In (25c), there is no indication of how long the habit lasted. In that case, I took 

into consideration both the presence or absence of an adverbial, and judged whether or not the duration 

was an abstraction over individual episodes or not, as in (25d). 
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(25) a. John usually eats salad for lunch. (habit)

b. John eats salad for lunch everyday. (habit)

c. John usually eats lunch for 30 minutes. (episode duration for a habit)

d. John has been eating lunch at Five Guys everyday for a week. (habit)

I also considered the eventive meaning of state verbs to indicate a kind of episode. This means 

that I treated verbs such as wait, think, stand, sit, and lie, as having an episodic meaning. So, for 

sentences like those of (26a), these verbs were labeled as describing an episode. However, stative 

meanings were considered to be habits, which I show in (26b).

(26) a. Susie waited for the bus for 30 minutes. (eventive marked as episode)

b. Gregory has believed in Santa Clause for 5 years. (stative marked as habit)

After I annotated my sample of 1,000 tweets for habituality, I ended up with 236 habits and 764 

episodes. The proportion of habits and episodes that I found in my data reflects the proportion of habits 

and episodes reported in Mathew and Katz (2009) – approximately 20% of their data consisted of 

habitual sentences.

5.2 SELECTING A CLASSIFIER FOR BOOTSTRAPPING

To select a classifier for bootstrapping, I compared the performance of four different kinds of 

classifiers in WEKA using precision and recall as the metric for performance (Hall et al., 2009). I used 

the hand-annotated sample of 1,000 tweets and 10-fold cross-validation as training data. I used WEKA 

to find out how well tweets could be classified, and which classifiers performed best overall. I 

compared the performance of four classifiers: C4.5 decision trees (C4.5), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), 

Naïve Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). In order to train these classifiers, I used a set 

of features that I had extracted from the tweets and these features are described in Table 10. The 

precision and recall for each of the classifiers on my training data is shown in Table 11.
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Table 10. List of Features for Machine Learning

Feature Domain

Verb lemma (See Appendix B for a list of the 
486 extracted verb lemmas)

Temporal units Seconds, minutes, hours, days, 
weeks, months, years, or decades

Tense Present, past, or unknown

Aspect Simple, progressive, or perfect

Duration (in seconds) Continuous values

Extractor for, in, spend, take

Table 11. Classifier Performance on Training Data

Classifier Precision 
Episodes

Recall
Episodes

Precision 
Habits

Recall 
Habits

Overall 
Precision

Overall 
Recall

C4.5 85.4 %     95.9 % 78.2 % 47.0 % 83.7 %    84.4 %

KNN 87.6 %     90.0 % 78.2 %     47.0 % 82.7 %    83.3 %

NB 84.3 %     94.4 % 70.3 %     43.2 % 81.0 %   82.3 %

SVM 84.2 %     92.4 % 64.2 %     44.1 % 79.5 % 81.0 %

5.3 BOOTSTRAPPING TO LABEL CORPUS

I wrote a script in Python to interface with WEKA text output. In this script, I implemented the 

generic Yarowsky algorithm (Abney, 2004). For my base classifier, I selected the C4.5 decision trees 

because they showed the best overall performance in precision and recall. The bootstrapping algorithm 

that I implemented with this classifier is summarized in Figure 5. The training set consisted of the 

same1,000 hand-annotated tweets that I used to evaluate classifier performance in Section 5.2. My 

testing set consisted of all of the tweets in the extracted corpus, with the tweets from the training set 
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removed. I used the threshold value of 0.96. The bootstrapping algorithm went through three iterations 

and I ended up with 94,643 tweets classified as habits and 295,918 tweets classified as episodes. There 

are 483 verb lemmas that are classified as habits, and there are 486 verb lemmas that are classified as 

episodes.

5.4 EVALUATION OF BOOTSTRAPPING

In this section, I describe how I evaluated the accuracy of my bootstrapping algorithm. First, I 

selected a random sample of 400 tweets that were labeled for habituality. I hand-annotated these as 

correct if the predicted label was correct, or incorrect otherwise. Of these 400 tweets, I found 60 to be 

incorrectly labeled. In summary, I found that my implementation of bootstrapping performed with 85% 

accuracy with 95% confidence, using the two-tailed t-test for sample size of proportions (p=0.05, 

n=400).

Figure 6: Summary of Generic Yarowsky Algorithm
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(1) Given: a set of labeled training data, a set of unlabeled test data and a prediction score 
threshold value

(2) Predict labels for unlabeled data in the test set. 

LOOP: While there is still data in the test set:

(2.1) Train a base classifier on the training set and run 
this classifier on the test set

(2.2) Parse the WEKA output to get the predicted label 
and prediction score for each instance in the test set

(2.2) If there are no instances in the test set that received a prediction score 
less than the threshold value, then the current generated labels for 
these test instances are the final label, and they are removed from 
the test set; END LOOP

(2.3) If the prediction score for an instance in the test set is greater than or 
equal to the threshold value, then this is considered labeled by 
removing it from the test set and adding it to the training set



6 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, I show that the bimodal duration distributions described in Section 4 correspond 

to two distinct groups: habits and episodes. I describe duration distributions that I obtained after 

machine learning in three ways: (1) using mean and standard deviation to describe the distribution, (2) 

using the mode for duration bins to describe the most typical duration, and (3) in terms of the 

distributions as histograms. Finally, I provide a comparison of the mean durations that I found before 

machine learning with the mean durations reported in Gusev et al. (2011) as well as the annotations 

provided by Pan et al. (2011). I show that there is a small positive correlation between my results and 

theirs.

6.1 STATISTICS FOR DURATION DISTRIBUTIONS

Since all of the durations have been converted to seconds, we can describe the duration 

distribution of events and habits using descriptive statistics such as mean, standard deviation, and 

mode. The collection was first divided into two groups: one group that consisted of habits and a second 

group that consisted of episodes. I report the mean, standard deviation, and number of examples for 

duration distributions by verb lemma in Appendix B. To generate the histograms and determine modes, 

I binned the durations in seconds on a log10 scale22. I show the modal measure for durations (binned by 

temporal units) of episodes and habits for selected verb lemmas in Table 12, as well as the overall 

modal measure for durations for the entire collection. I report the modal measure for all verb lemmas of 

the collection in Appendix C.

22 For example, the temporal expression “48 hours” is converted into 172,800 seconds, and is binned into “days”.
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Table 12. Selected Modal Measures for Episodes and Habits

Verb lemma Modal Measure - Episodes Modal Measure - Habits

snooze minutes decades

coach hours years

approve minutes years

eat minutes days

kiss seconds weeks

visit weeks years

Overall Collection minutes years

6.2 DURATION DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAMS

The histograms show that having made the distinction between habits and episodes is more 

informative for describing typical duration because otherwise information about habits might be 

confounded with information about episodes. Consider the distributions for the lemma search, shown 

in Figure 7 and Figure 8. In Figure 7, we can see that the distribution does not include any information 

about which durations are associated with habits and which durations are associated with single 

episodes. In addition, there is no previous work that makes this distinction when reporting duration 

distributions. 
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Figure 7: Duration Distribution for search without Habit/Episode Distinction

Figure 8: Duration Distribution for search with Habit/Episode Distinction
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Figure 7 shows that a search will typically last for hours or years. This kind of double-peak 

distribution is common in my data as well as previous work. These distributions exist because habits 

and episodes comprise two different duration distributions. In fact, a single search episode can happen 

within minutes or hours, or it can go on for a long period of time, as we can see in the tweet (26)

(26) @ahmed @FAHA_D I heard there's some website that can search for 3 month Via 

@3li3mran

Now consider the distribution shown in Figure 8, which shows that a particular search episode will 

typically last for some hours and a characterizing search habit can go on for years. Consider the search 

habit in (27) lasts for years:

(27) @jaynecheeseman they've been searching for you for 11 years now. I'd look out if I were  

you.

We can also see some interesting groups in the collection. In Figure 9, we can see that answer 

is most often reported as an episode and less often reported as a habit. Consider the tweets for an 

answer episode, shown in (28), and an answer habit shown in (29). The tweet in (29b) was labeled as a 

habit, which contributes to the what is seen in Figure 9 for an answer habit duration of days.

(28) a. lol woow why do ppl have to get so gassed when i ask em something, taking 10 yrs to 

answer n shii #smh.. #GTG

b. merry christmas :D Woooo! It took me 3 months to answer this!!! 

http://4ms.me/gr16oX

(29) a. kinda let down by the @UrbMag interview with Magnetic Man.  re-hashed the same ?

s they've been answering for the past year now...

b. Who's asking for public records?: All requests the Herald made to Pasco in 2010 

were fully answered in five days... http://bit.ly/eILHGF
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Figure 9: Duration Distribution for answer 

In the case of the verb camp, shown in Figure 10, the distributions demonstrate that a camping 

episode will usually last for days, but can last for months. If the duration is years or decades, then it is 

likely not a single episode, but a habit. Consider the example durations for camping episodes in (30).

(30) a. @risha_ Heh :) Well that's in Cameroon. But I'm travelling throughout Africa, about 

30 countries, and camping for 10 months :/

b. Ive camped at this McDonalds for 2 hours, might be time to move around.

c. @AdkVegan If you go out at lunch and camp for 3 hours, taking up a table for the 

whole rush and keeping your server late you're a dbag

When reasoning about events and habits, we can see that a camp episode does not take seconds and this 

is great information to have. The camp episodes in (30a) and (30b) indicate that camping has multiple 

meanings, in this case it appears that camping can mean “staying in one spot”. Word sense 

disambiguation can be used for differentiating durations that are specific to verb sense. 
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Figure 10: Duration Distribution for camp

The duration distribution for achieve, shown in Figure 11, indicates that a single episode of achieve 

could last for almost any amount of time. Consider the tweets in (31) which show different durations of 

achieve episodes:

(31) a. managed to stay away from the laptop for a good 6 hours. it's taken me 6 years to 

achieve.

b. 3 years 2 months 1 day was the time it took for #twitter to reach 1st 1billion 

tweets.now it takes merely 1 week to achieve 1billion tweets.

c. Magic change from work attire to metal gig wear achieved in under 5 minutes. Bring 

it on, Primus! #sailingtheseasofcheese
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Figure 11: Duration Distribution for achieve

Figure 12: Duration Distribution for boil
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Likewise, consider boil, shown in Figure 12. The event lasts for some short minutes and if a 

boil event lasts much longer then it is probably describing a habit. Examples of boil episodes are shown 

in (32) and examples of boil habits are shown in (33). In (33b) the habit is “drank only boiled water”, 

however because of the part of speech tag for boil, this tweet was labeled up as a habit during the semi-

supervised labeling task.

(32) a. Who knew such an awful piece of meat can taste so good after boiling in Guinness for  

8 hours?

b. ive been boiling an egg for an hour now clearly im doing something wrong

(33) a. @heartdollie @lia_bo_biah said what she said. This has been boiling for almost 3 yrs  

now.

b. "@BramblyMouse Try water from kettle, boiled then cooled. Or hot, like black coffee 

without the coffee. I drank only boiled water for 4 years

The distribution for discover is shown in Figure 13. Discover is interesting because it typically 

has a long episode duration and a long habit duration. A discover event can take seconds, days or even 

decades for a single episode, shown in the tweets of (34a-c). However, a habit of discovering can 

happen in a short period of time, for days or weeks, shown in the tweets of (35).

(34) a. I've never discovered so many cool businesses in one day. Stunning entries this year 

and so many I'd never heard of. #smarta100

b. For about thirty seconds this morning I discovered I was touch typing. Then I looked 

down, like Wile Coyote, and it was all over.

c. how has it taken 20 years to discover fried eggs, beautiful :)

(35) a. 253 drivers hours offences discovered in 2 days during "Operation Mermaid", a 

national push to improve vehicle safety: http://ow.ly/5lA8f
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b. 7th dead body discovered around tiny #Singapore in 7 weeks: http://bit.ly/nxibbz 

#whatonearthisgoingon

Figure 13: Duration Distribution for discover

We know intuitively that click lasts for seconds and can go on for minutes during a particular 

episode – but it can also go on for hours or take a days. Consider the tweets for click in (36). The 

distributions for click are shown in Figure 14. 

(36) a. Welp..woke up this early just for the #Pottermore site to crash. Been clicking "submit 

email" for 25 minutes now. #ineedawand

b. @PhilliesChris I do too Chris. no worries!  Took me 3 days to click a button on 

PayPal!
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Figure 14: Duration Distribution for click

6.3 COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS WORK

I show how my work compares to the work done by Gusev et al. (2011). To make this 

comparison, I found which verb lemmas overlap between the ones that I collected and the ones that 

they collected. There were 356 verb lemmas in common. Since Gusev et al., (2011) did not make any 

distinction between habits and episodes, I did this comparison using my data from before habituality 

classification. I used Python and the Matplotlib library functions to plot the comparison and the Scipy 

Stats library to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient. I found the log10 of the mean duration 

associated with each verb lemma, for my data and theirs. I plotted my means versus their means and I 

used linear regression to find a best fit line. This plot is shown in Figure 15. The Pearson correlation 

value was 0.46 (p < 0.01), which shows that there is a positive weak correlation. The outliers that we 

see in Figure 15 correspond to the following verb lemmas: freeze, judge, age, double, load, lock, revise,  
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score, heat, remove, lose, meet, head, ring, skate, yell, and fall. 

Figure 15: Mean Durations vs. Gusev et al. (2011)

I also compared my work to the work done by Pan et al. (2011) in two different ways: by 

comparing the mean durations for correlation, and by comparing individual distributions to find which, 

if any, are significantly similar. I first gathered the hand-annotated event durations from the portion of 

the TIMEBANK corpus that Pan et al. (2011) annotated in their work. Next, I used the NLTK interface 

to WordNet to identify verb lemmas (Bird and Loper, 2004). I omitted 111 events for which I was not 

able to obtain a duration or verb lemma. I found that my work and Pan et al. (2011) shares 236 verb 

lemmas. I converted each duration to seconds. For each of the 236 lemmas, I plotted the log10 of the 

mean from my data and from their data, shown in Figure 16. I found that the Pearson correlation 

coefficient was 0.26 (p < 0.01), indicating that there is a weak positive correlation.
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Figure 16: Mean Durations vs. Pan et al. (2011)

The outliers in this plot correspond to the mean durations for the following lemmas: cause, land,  

mention, blow, ask, answer, hurt, rip, injure, kill, reach, tell, appear, sell, name, and announce. 

I also compared the modes for my data versus Pan et al., (2011), using the same bins for 

frequency distribution that are shown in each histogram. Examining the modes provides a way to 

describe the most frequent bin for each verb lemma (seconds, minutes, hours, etc.) I made this 

comparison by considering the mode in two ways: (1) modes match exactly, and (2) modes are different 

by no more than one bin. I found that for the 236 lemmas in common, 25 lemmas share the same mode 

and 81 lemmas fall within 1 unit difference. Therefore 106 out of 236 lemmas are similar, or 44.9%. 
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7 CONCLUSION

In this thesis I have presented a method to extract fine-grained durations for common events and 

habits from Twitter. While the extraction method performed overall with 90% precision, this extraction 

method was not perfect. One thing that needs to be considered is how the automatic part of speech 

tagger could have influenced these results. Since the extraction relies on part of speech tags, any error 

in part of speech tagging will affect how well I was able to extract events and their durations from 

tweets. Part of speech tagging errors could have contributed to my extraction of non-verbs that were 

treated as verbs in my study. This could explain why I found duration distributions for extracted words 

such as lord, tat, and red, because these words were consistently tagged as verbs.

I showed that duration is closely tied to how we interpret events and habits in natural language. 

I have discussed how to use a semi-supervised bootstrapping method to label a corpus for habituality. 

The base classifier that I selected, C4.5 decision trees, performed at only 83.7% overall precision and 

84.4% overall recall for both habits and episodes. While this performance can be considered 

acceptable, it is not great. The final labeling from the bootstrapping method was estimated to be 85% 

accurate. 

The resulting collection of habits and episodes shows that episodes tend to take a shorter time 

than habits do. The majority of the distributions that I collected and analyzed before machine learning 

had more than one mode in the distribution, and this is evidence that we are not looking at just one kind 

of distribution – we are actually looking at duration distributions of events and habits. The kind of 

information that can be found in these duration distributions is exactly what is needed to further our 

understanding of typical durations of events and habits, and to make progress in developing robust 

temporal natural language processing systems.
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7.1 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

There were many aspects of natural language that were ignored or put aside in this research. 

Future work should compare how the duration distributions are affected by modals, negation, and the 

future tense/aspect combinations. Another interesting avenue of research, that I only partially addressed 

in this thesis, is the use of figurative language when reporting event durations. My only attempt to 

handle figurative language was to set aside events that were reported to last longer than 1 billion 

seconds since this is somewhat incomprehensible. One way that I propose for handling figurative 

language is to first detect deceptive reports of events and durations. So, if someone says that they 

waited in line today at the post office for decades, then we could know whether or not that kind of 

complaint is an exaggeration or not. 

A very interesting area of future research is to examine different groups of similar verbs, such as 

those described in Levin (1993). Verbs that share similar semantic features (such as verbs of breaking, 

verbs of possession, and verbs of sending and carrying) might also share the same kinds of duration 

distributions. Work in this area could add to our knowledge for temporal reasoning. 
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Appendix A – Penn Treebank Tagset

Tag Tag Name Tag Subclass
CC Coordinating conjunction
CD Cardinal number
DT Determiner
EX Existential there
FW Foreign word

IN
Preposition or subordinating 
conjunction

JJ Adjective
JJR Adjective  comparative
JJS Adjective  superlative
LS List item marker
MD Modal
NN Noun  singular or mass
NNS Noun  plural
NP Proper noun  singular
NPS Proper noun  plural
PDT Predeterminer
POS Possessive ending
PP Personal pronoun
PP$ Possessive pronoun
RB Adverb
RBR Adverb  comparative
RBS Adverb  superlative
RP Particle
SYM Symbol
TO to
UH Interjection
VB Verb  base form
VBD Verb  past tense
VBG Verb  gerund or present participle
VBN Verb  past participle
VBP Verb  non-3rd person singular present
VBZ Verb  3rd person singular present
WDT Wh-determiner
WP Wh-pronoun
WP$ Possessive wh-pronoun
WRB Wh-adverb
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Appendix B – List of Episode and Habit Statistics by Verb Lemma

Lemma Episode Mean Episode SD Episode N Habit Mean Habit SD Habit N
abandon 12404603.3766 89202411.533 77 193194000 246160128.283 24
accept 14313334.6738 58906533.559 141 22183783.7838 43429659.114 37
accomplish 3114930.70642 17382571.405 109 104024680.851 172555185.667 94
achieve 61552878.0714 163791982.773 70 132408981.818 177188293.119 88
act 13119011.3241 64720624.012 145 246158537.143 213923623.281 35
add 11371057.11 55445766.371 209 87983773.2283 122975624.392 127
addict 2692359.81111 8045052.566 90 128369496.774 210859197.679 62
age 9655699.44118 13312867.488 34 274848120 258367687.927 80
aim 2641540.54688 12581353.408 128 181938461.538 271889633.417 13
allow 1462695.57377 8186141.455 122 112181760 135989239.859 20
amaze 1148032.86622 4079226.064 299 172338851.786 207151147.547 112
announce 1518056.7 5358666.527 100 67366472.7273 154013038.812 44
annoy 535880.673203 2148020.622 153 227129600 297790005.753 27
answer 13256157.0341 69110655.157 381 146946282.353 230122125.626 17
appear 409916.878261 2954572.239 115 175415563.636 255082930.17 22
apply 5111024.62805 26602326.212 164 84983040 120845932.776 50
approve 4467287.75714 27790124.922 140 45256320 74905210.378 25
argue 295859.226562 1760347.615 256 129126861.273 156407596.069 11
arrest 35668002.7 46897955.498 340 57869217.3913 135477717.796 69
arrive 16241827.0332 83996844.589 422 42111860.8696 156249583.5 69
ask 7544846.7503 56467600.996 829 113744784.906 164529054.977 424
attend 1958352.16456 3597207.157 79 163177200 180813523.792 88
avoid 3891670.19394 12266158.299 165 239205046.154 253987092.303 78
awake 65883.019 346399.778 2000 55273162.5 55102875.613 16
back 2216962.93033 20295993.018 244 254853415.385 301215477.195 26
bake 1537196.30516 13328398.552 213 119328000 267707421.875 16
ball 699819.818182 2767655.472 110 50842080 76608529.591 20
ban 11601841.5321 21550717.023 577 207381237.989 168613090.957 358
bark 67466.4206897 643906.373 145 231264000 175270065.99 3
base 7584568.50505 21476057.78 99 203729505.882 274660741.954 51
battle 1108834.4 3323226.528 75 188274626.866 188033245.266 67
bear 69510430.1807 138404119.901 83 107436943.82 213613228.214 89
beat 11614279.3309 65589731.035 269 109790675 214168369.692 72
become 116048329.068 228009724.882 382 149933523.618 231074341.743 199
bed 372632.153833 5307617.276 6039 47954879.8429 123774103.818 382
beg 4522189.05769 7859245.356 104 103501800 106697541.53 32
begin 8663303.71212 62221573.681 198 134332363.636 260565696.096 44
believe 16698628.5894 87804685.544 151 258773204.819 252724471.959 83
bet 2225298.17978 10352170.157 89 201068509.091 206322988.895 11
bike 165126.9 1701471.773 300 262958400 331960751.373 6
bind 119654.392573 348732.843 377 10074773.7452 66212734.526 259
bitch 1112755.63025 3667039.444 119 201841920 206559578.845 15
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black 225768.100503 1322906.032 199 142334250 277409417.994 8
blast 14268.6442846 237595.26 1251 79142400 95665539.215 8
bleed 723895.47037 2437038.583 270 225399085.714 283425083.283 14
bless 367288.378378 1051905.544 74 232421634.783 269339999.138 46
block 3028321.32746 25138318.242 284 117450514.286 175255104.98 42
blow 11376772.3807 61165477.716 197 96575947.8261 177968463.208 23
boil 13150.05 62453.073 100 72341485.7143 54838612.825 7
book 2129581.12225 7325220.508 409 30319058.8235 98174518.303 153
bore 398915.941275 2150734.576 596 68569200 161604299.732 72
borrow 828714.615686 2484188.485 255 230243040 270722697.455 20
box 574261.100917 3243156.279 109 186698294.138 142125386.676 29
break 4254116.14407 25861495.551 1062 53909593.9091 123630611.437 440
breathe 11953410.9062 80515343.734 96 265023360 280254976.136 10
bring 16109083.0391 84581024.96 384 114027405.882 156106255.106 68
bug 1718549.40816 3391835.773 49 299400854.795 80795246.824 146
build 237289063.861 291772494.125 722 163173901.796 228510811.823 167
burn 896215.142553 12414554.686 470 120041081.25 246140165.097 32
bus 383198.068421 1644426.655 190 199076062.5 68461582.567 32
buy 9299566.18388 53880209.237 397 73344150 130468738.429 384
call 3519035.57095 30134084.151 1191 193099792.208 263822708.276 308
camp 1095043.75595 3386469.753 336 205048800 173371534.477 12
cancel 1343963.69343 6035734.48 137 93129600 185641210.408 63
care 3286299.65766 29796873.742 111 373952185.714 314056205.996 28
carry 16265874.6715 21309078.651 274 255544017.978 247345642.516 89
catch 39231839.9756 134275565.715 492 43578450 98630296.416 48
cause 1180511.91525 4604379.616 59 314159040 268636905.542 30
celebrate 1732532.2349 4137987.786 149 277448400 238558406.937 24
change 15514435.7412 99119008.953 792 134334783.031 186054307.906 1530
charge 7763639.47117 55726868.018 503 165899890.909 134015195.264 33
chase 636129.695652 2443308.32 161 166462305.882 207879129.345 51
chat 103154.368098 1303215.988 326 224304000 297453221.92 9
cheat 7996563.90323 8685535.843 31 70306615.3846 107633535.06 312
check 3444612.76368 35111072.782 457 72355371.4286 159994180.43 56
chew 542466 2661650.636 116 260693006.667 234088924.2 9
chill 1578154.98853 19533263.177 523 115483846.154 192208052.411 13
choose 416867.5125 2598434.12 80 30520445.9016 82640748.576 61
clean 1566551.95904 15993021.117 830 181610100 280322811.266 36
clear 59552371.1779 149270567.525 253 24172656.7164 64354771.333 67
click 327647.389744 4504855.293 195 177120000 185116511.497 5
clock 6318867.83019 49080385.078 106 11203200 20690750.629 9
close 3020390.72282 29589896.513 1757 61006924.0678 152745433.014 295
coach 870751.25 1735042.181 40 270158400 231266389.079 60
collect 9870967.92453 26390714.805 53 265194456.338 270737285.632 71
come 9944927.07772 65065096.333 3474 119965185.023 195000740.548 641
complain 7478132.42202 52188839.772 109 140364423.529 185240644.825 17
complete 5459895.81818 48993400.678 3454 32469805.036 97143838.847 139
concert 105378.461538 407920.589 39 15735981.1765 74549273.51 85
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confuse 92965.8789062 490992.384 256 102709028.571 160992307.441 21
connect 5587960.93023 47303715.05 86 62114953.8462 91172408.41 13
consider 2503294.26415 7533307.924 106 125196480 159788033.992 30
consume 1587771.23077 13146527.856 91 25806115.1429 76620087.542 35
continue 2538606.29534 6593293.991 193 343321374.194 313730567.385 62
cook 3574318.12917 38920106.162 720 111569012.903 228004185.353 62
cough 1265207.66327 3446337.228 196 346896000 283824000 2
count 1937107.78836 4095952.973 189 218497200 249168956.57 42
cover 8343930.18919 67293949.662 222 199525044.706 265397367.602 85
crack 12532286.6913 63429423.528 149 165552768 229783639.627 25
crash 6322115.75688 67292281.865 218 17097600 33111582.93 18
crave 1596569.34509 3368147.955 397 101232000 100853383.415 21
create 18503702.753 91777623.639 328 76146200.8163 170637455.284 245
cross 693540.471154 3244248.281 208 60925224.4898 139180493.376 98
cry 931565.86861 19631777.312 2093 125168705.085 174762534.66 59
cut 3036679.80929 29576139.725 624 111644160 123837399.519 225
cycle 278180.588235 983921.247 102 182423314.286 307330110.212 21
dance 170064.149296 1230295.921 710 265273148.201 146940137.325 278
date 7913124.1062 11459861.082 1064 96023929.3078 118890837.585 1358
deal 5078509.25532 21849354.896 188 234198920.93 225869562.476 129
decide 9936515.34261 56658571.426 467 107003797.59 178399514.624 83
delay 1049817.31509 4220096.147 603 152763698.077 163344866.447 52
delete 2151291.57792 13093978.573 154 58770189.4737 112793312.779 19
deliver 5960019.4206 51218269.985 466 22102510.3448 82848271.167 87
depress 3417821.44667 15055047.416 150 85467683.7209 131371579.505 43
deprive 1579429.21348 4348418.016 89 280865828.571 307703920.654 21
deserve 2315906.61644 6217542.971 73 239300286.792 249305231.195 53
design 4933502.08621 14885982.158 58 286336007.143 287988927.971 42
destroy 17807557.1261 87230292.321 119 135968589.474 253876249.004 38
detain 5863014.21053 12374439.366 114 168793200 188694631.646 40
develop 108450538.748 225848473.036 103 175394674.286 211498108.223 70
die 2726159.60775 34423179.356 1058 193769340.319 284797821.953 376
disappear 4261155.91392 47820689.076 395 190853131.034 228173099.998 58
discover 226868631.59 316118766.366 78 159804423.529 190950700.215 34
distract 28812.1923077 166264.219 104 107740800 116850561.944 5
double 445643054.227 445180040.721 97 193151568.539 256276171.317 267
down 1330938.31496 7003499.17 127 89928000 160914654.837 6
download 9235397.22777 71880750.027 922 20399511.1111 55137247.494 54
draw 1712178.36634 18405029.926 303 84732480 122572311.225 40
dream 925978.663462 4060786.111 104 278766097.297 297910290.648 37
dress 997190.445255 15652763.356 411 119263418.182 166921800.743 22
drink 1358418.73016 5572651.348 819 197911542.857 227062552.869 84
drive 1215963.396 17628698.886 2351 180374516.17 185370185.161 235
drop 11519838.4248 68383910.865 266 86225505.8824 158265777.014 102
earn 42121460.8046 109301679.253 87 171413052.632 253469246.291 38
eat 3235021.69558 34431296.576 1902 181763267.48 254544232.709 254
edit 4749699.06977 48224556.956 172 136851840 189658173.453 15
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end 5408724.7062 20812201.876 548 60925376.9231 183219517.534 117
engage 5115893.87952 9382445.09 83 165929102.913 214801113.216 103
enjoy 8124786.66279 57808458.115 258 219896307.692 270703958.628 52
enter 1276752.87075 10502964.165 147 65795760 156646141.513 40
entertain 148880.633431 682709.794 341 308872800 262015123.827 24
escape 789936.189076 6627401.043 238 291859200 384427423.461 4
excite 1023283.09905 4953561.018 1686 15315311.8512 66697253.466 1055
exercise 422735.301205 5034011.088 498 42984771.4286 42138125.159 14
exhaust 447604.449735 4586898.111 189 46390628.5714 126283710.27 42
exist 11383439.1754 66130666.998 57 251989527.273 262039794.381 33
expect 2288595.48408 12994710.258 157 73696888.9474 161155578.436 114
experience 6907832.72368 23100212.965 76 174049297.297 237631982.486 74
explain 5312246.03433 44476709.486 233 132451200 106290823.699 5
extend 2922880.01587 5011211.889 315 128478289.655 150222491.22 58
face 1167641.53913 4549911.601 115 232502400 228842205.956 30
fail 8326420.55882 62398775.4 102 180455526.761 237249279.067 71
fall 1605677.74093 16596548.432 1930 94499916.2791 175200590.472 172
fan 625395.962963 1480368.576 27 302220000 275492698.685 84
fast 2218679.1648 13515268.058 358 210313575 145599986.207 48
feed 909409.450402 4133357.412 373 130328464.865 204153894.141 74
feel 2497699.12278 31034482.882 1971 161873545.263 210677655.389 285
fight 1249753.5015 4758157.293 333 226027604.819 244058381.208 166
figure 34057066.2205 129756800.305 1633 91577600 175096300.766 27
fill 7004657.39642 21501581.794 1173 41705152.9412 64131381.547 34
film 1365676.47337 3574236.687 169 52087200 93127355.431 36
find 55856585.3883 145444305.79 2539 180008739.474 223251590.242 304
finish 7366773.46327 50950654.833 2968 17745497.6176 58065601.163 659
fire 12050059.9861 92432187.733 72 71889984 156506471.454 50
fix 4747132.68412 24736058.572 554 243285107.424 371546910.582 229
flight 105221.290323 408387.356 93 140412342.857 282560838.503 14
fly 492891.863636 1284384.361 176 188166685.303 258045073.384 76
focus 1374809.88742 6838330.425 151 114691200 162674306.646 18
follow 4533062.74019 15091639.991 1605 107645423.841 170167248.046 906
forget 3550685.48557 22917903.483 589 91330354.2857 161333612.461 140
freak 302110.611111 1581928.7 180 87319800 91126219.939 16
free 2501259.67797 3619968.17 59 35471593.2203 27074817.377 118
freeze 1044456.36913 8801172.487 447 253175505.882 329158567.297 51
fuck 1747779.22735 18390428.166 585 106104714.894 179522951.298 141
gain 13374493.8121 69492606.529 165 47614302.439 132730826.718 164
game 314781.357143 1677529.741 266 208531726.027 209580078.486 73
garden 486553.761468 1434244.932 109 343685907.692 396732040.753 13
gear 574310.526316 1160893.497 171 54104914.2857 49714217.412 14
give 4775907.47661 31644099.599 1240 158925253.012 239439062.664 332
graduate 118723009.6 154956571.988 75 101723836.893 139725879.314 103
ground 1979084.93668 2361029.854 458 103918870.588 138396065.704 17
grow 106647252.92 171676198.795 426 158362688.955 212656006.982 335
guarantee 3182168.82609 7761684.651 46 136361496.774 228689802.409 62
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guess 3642645.47656 34879629.195 384 174798732.203 195367297.013 59
guy 3933931.01688 44999118.131 237 165022969.466 107752542.061 262
hand 12599522.4219 97745298.963 64 93599280 209954642.106 40
hang 1769747.43309 20509828.581 411 166042118.919 203226271.392 37
happen 5230680.84974 43504678.677 945 86764268.144 177681024.902 722
hate 2009851.64215 15468290.043 503 205450789.381 217154625.343 113
head 750397.092105 5061526.195 912 71691186.3158 156029488.754 95
heal 44159679.2303 138996594.845 152 19907446.1538 46783811.469 39
hear 8734760.75978 69278295.173 358 235025316.667 240007463.553 198
heat 236691.09 1408039.545 100 268250400 394698290.59 4
help 1865341.83747 17381475.82 363 241198000 266217912.051 90
hide 2932699.11618 9407965.453 241 269967771.429 192931919.717 126
hire 3091454.74138 10006115.039 116 72780514.2857 113121025.543 21
hit 2933818.73452 31321552.016 1292 61685920.5882 166836006.803 238
hold 3795767.48514 34104771.753 1548 288190523.077 257257199.408 260
home 977441.862069 4121620.828 145 152597647.059 272570279.1 17
hook 1040154.45946 2454100.331 74 83884235.2941 135621686.988 34
hoop 163221.328125 1200746.923 128 373926857.143 278226768.286 7
hop 188745.380435 870233.763 92 237190800 220038732.25 8
hope 2340025.26961 24543379.245 816 132047585.774 185048053.197 146
host 19700283.5294 112680514.623 136 163298032.941 166902945.492 85
house 1817508.03636 15858461.83 330 282572608.696 282173742.893 23
hug 21812.7189542 123409.107 153 66614400 92148137.237 9
hurt 1647148.50546 19790255.431 641 108157847.203 197116878.969 59
ignore 3779857.40789 32872655.493 380 175104411.429 193379325.961 70
imprison 8514150 9420567.851 24 553313454.545 280540723.019 99
improve 15628162.3061 57032239.384 49 180525176.471 237833121.39 85
include 14336461.9355 82978790.816 155 120435428.571 195751589.812 42
increase 32971937.9512 135464914.474 41 141687138.462 230784583.241 78
injure 8335629.3871 19545381.635 124 50560971.4286 141700847.141 56
instal 52433.4191176 314375.997 136 110160000 224215107.45 38
install 9716761.23967 55021890.676 121 63072000 0 1
interest 8122648.52778 74471361.426 108 149688000 282088738.351 58
interview 66811.3566434 494180.107 286 116054400 192722241.82 18
involve 696278.742857 2416033.61 70 279930600 316153756.005 80
jail 23381105.0611 37806622.371 818 294730710.646 239422625.981 1625
jam 6963560.47525 45835691.059 101 180945163.636 193205718.886 11
jog 98565.685 606539.111 200 31104000 0 2
join 7299505.875 43466423.753 272 68654057.1429 139663925.59 84
judge 141665.827586 1438164.93 116 84153600 64725576.462 3
jump 5384689.30375 41992671.835 293 180052200 243449054.143 16
keep 4118071.9105 32982713.821 1162 218921413.671 219142363.225 395
kick 5032660.02536 40117126.828 276 143670375 262107437.044 60
kid 1095675.93233 3900488.69 133 113268155.844 186002247.394 77
kidnap 2274753.29787 7054422.797 47 223938885.246 233600917.149 61
kill 12816808.7181 62571567.132 635 103380780.212 203668751.001 283
kiss 394734.171779 2141371.952 163 55793485.7143 84926437.068 21
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knock 2100382.69032 36628273.377 465 133448727.273 142077869.436 11
know 5517479.746 33660811.093 1874 237729986.559 212797891.218 1674
land 12864700.7292 97527929.782 96 82247400 109345470.173 16
last 2450288.36714 12455153.042 1558 192672673.351 216637570.731 171
laugh 126885.387766 3001647.828 1929 148863649.231 210117098.572 39
launch 4635774.22034 20966266.842 59 43599600 159875496.037 42
lay 850456.916793 12483892.47 661 204753600 277241801.357 24
lead 1397703.46667 5184598.67 90 265897800 278947012.439 48
learn 62900037.9096 160452706.879 708 169923638.544 228770694.339 467
leave 1618476.041 13664672.876 6536 70975082.593 130922687.831 833
let 3121461.57143 22718575.542 238 194032512 211124869.072 75
lie 1145377.87371 4646081.888 483 172343919.101 204253083.047 89
lift 111381.209141 986526.256 722 129193600 198121370.872 24
like 12275495.2951 77784080.635 183 109697629.091 123771915.306 165
line 498515.615385 1013687.189 91 244742400 383710410.437 15
listen 2939117.59508 37616689.923 1667 195757802.715 229347724.345 221
live 17915353.6914 90843825 1552 247037047.588 219998877.017 3470
load 8434581.25686 52654004.245 802 18586610.5263 36088736.523 19
lock 5587784.99703 20072965.485 673 347389142.308 261609057.384 312
log 1817258.99602 20209657.309 251 38023200 65295228.827 24
look 3533821.95089 30708636.43 3197 169849272.024 226021116.776 509
lord 2312082.1727 33346262.668 359 206677440 317106243.412 50
lose 3356087.54489 30566051.347 1938 3608102.53365 36188659.395 19537
lot 578092.169811 2203223.964 106 58458240 116691287.604 40
love 3126856.04534 19526536.515 1191 203130131.357 202093592.109 877
maintain 6351732.4 6765204.404 80 214121739.13 223738054.778 23
manage 10651761.082 77029204.741 183 148051755.372 236989388.193 121
marry 11076004.5531 39721778.683 358 232913769.551 291444634.216 2161
mean 1948466.53429 4929748.617 350 166899960 181651764.806 80
meet 3229046.17853 29455628.526 773 162225792 262472201.504 150
melt 698491.593407 2785007.252 91 86140800 222978598.423 11
mention 269502.7 1584784.902 100 66041530.4348 124477001.6 46
mess 755692.896 2795862.991 125 141175200 225892893.619 36
miss 2516731.59135 29434464.9 1965 151725538.038 211155160.141 581
mix 1352145.90805 7521270.321 87 121842900 213167528.153 32
move 6900020.66608 42808906.67 566 108652338.865 200149244.503 229
mute 20473200.427 31634203.445 178 105120000 97484277.625 9
name 5834836.55172 41447212.816 87 128345657.143 183123203.626 56
nap 33257.66841 511477.179 956 23616000 11200571.414 3
need 2591360.52244 17518929.834 2808 133630840.874 208028826.039 389
neglect 1912480.14085 4581698.003 142 147728290.909 202848848.43 22
notice 2801892.08805 7090425.167 159 81166342.268 97335424.686 388
obsess 4828396.68919 20797676.652 74 131461968.539 159816964.468 89
occupy 17191117.945 64853743.07 109 275270400 208297203.881 11
offer 5779419.29762 13049348.78 84 202255200 242185608.656 48
open 9186484.03137 56153823.273 542 142204717.5 241770721.314 56
order 862796.373134 1897580.044 67 129787753.846 219350242.269 52
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own 18295734.7634 100838239.612 93 260249185.492 256444964.818 193
pack 1422599.45636 4815076.154 1100 87841527.2727 158037995.477 44
paint 177392.614173 607189.172 127 381265920 348953401.603 15
park 3355921.66474 53127947.273 346 112677037.5 238307943.516 32
party 688731.205882 1228897.254 102 99864000 102053060.082 6
pass 5290791.54108 46402441.726 706 108255397.297 186974583.158 111
pause 101060.130952 608392.808 168 63129600 68072246.835 3
pay 15445819.7162 91053121.722 1293 96973549.7143 179522500.829 525
pee 236797.003115 2315818.936 321 106448866.667 211687885.823 9
perform 2434053.67213 21003475.749 122 170427804.545 225278180.471 44
pick 11200099.4967 72722639.92 461 76484329.4118 156818674.245 68
pierce 3909215.61333 6220762.464 75 62980200 99116366.983 144
piss 194310.152985 719047.272 268 168304800 245729922.632 36
plan 4296762.45333 38678052.372 525 74992995.9184 127429970.94 196
play 922712.257719 15106863.943 6996 218876491.121 185823902.865 1712
please 1274027.06897 5936512.57 145 173014400 266442349.105 27
pop 856351.450216 6844947.298 231 65496000 97313501.613 18
post 2858122.46563 17300307.31 451 43087133.3333 98113467.654 72
postpone 2370569.4537 5121368.483 108 94670884.6154 116642158.306 13
practice 1470504.81928 4774983.937 249 305898040 286287649.321 75
pray 1620440.29854 18061544.046 412 387040390.244 289215199.264 82
prepare 2449533.57692 24522542.902 806 75744518.6441 152112431.083 118
procrastinate 905151.153846 2601871.2 156 63210600 99638208.703 8
produce 68082827.0968 139409469.401 93 241523695.775 275251675.593 71
promise 1815897.90826 7041873.408 109 112915200 163599799.913 45
prove 38628960.7027 136272304.208 37 160509600 198453844.763 28
pull 3993218.94237 28836102.516 295 82942729.4118 184932849.023 68
pump 2994467.48848 22634573.403 217 36870951.7241 118880349.001 174
purchase 3439048.875 11383900.698 48 84068640 111792188.961 60
push 1352242.22314 4345956.722 121 102717818.182 161343332.524 22
put 6430740.25618 49567976.137 1780 157584391.594 232191071.243 414
queue 71103.7647059 511637.509 255 168192000 150875583.392 3
quit 10082617.7772 7320011.128 368 166211382.857 194102853.506 35
rain 610213.020368 2624182.19 1522 185121537.231 275598002.446 26
raise 7052851.43506 37745572.999 154 222941700 282541599.093 160
rap 404527.657407 2478991.129 108 294573866.809 220638091.604 47
rape 894991.969697 3703612.667 66 139572847.059 220938624.639 68
rate 1637752.77931 15365392.2 145 192354272.381 191523445.627 63
reach 28829445.799 108036830.373 572 19499388.8889 51280442.817 135
read 10505174.771 75457610.496 1738 164875566.154 221312862.391 156
ready 785116.778846 2779705.01 104 260172000 396009168.439 4
realise 59735609.8497 162992348.191 326 62216064 153002562.546 75
realize 81018202.4109 201271788.562 937 58861375.2809 143941893.252 267
receive 8081043.98649 44713193.861 148 83488030.2222 184581792.747 135
record 2508497.43175 19707838.756 315 94730277.9661 200906546.941 118
recover 18327374.0779 79109552.76 321 67892625 135771195.895 48
red 844657.156566 11434217.84 792 80888237.4194 166758375.166 155
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refresh 250341.689655 2609007.24 145 221356800 220147200 2
register 1342598.35 4452644.629 160 52209163.6364 127483198.488 66
relax 1027876.67155 10685171.057 341 122033828.571 170738213.737 14
release 48253712.6854 159042220.503 178 87586962.4454 145709990.455 229
remain 2803287.73295 16404582.669 176 248976000 226117907.65 27
remember 7679837.98799 51501690.594 333 180680782.979 259707649.426 47
remove 6439523.02609 42301167.118 115 92701512 116106928.128 100
renew 9828728.66667 16906408.784 90 130179031.579 132602835.979 57
rent 1390437.14286 2997528.392 84 135846211.765 130156005.208 17
repeat 6002287.61 32187991.076 100 77304000 96871538.062 18
replace 36389266.7889 121785172.378 90 121084416 224422246.321 25
reply 1163071.47525 7724827.094 101 108072757.895 205890533.566 19
report 7376967.08929 72888833.24 168 63284544 143439958.348 100
require 11033290.1754 17711714.184 228 57660730.4348 146401650.439 46
respond 23755961.937 101420878.572 397 17237700 26521758.402 8
rest 638918.784247 2474266.024 292 148176000 244589921.37 13
retire 4911497.79545 10609402.504 44 307741552.941 234096573.159 68
return 27924219.2417 98528705.892 120 56271811.7647 85420009.988 51
revise 969852.002725 15772986.095 367 25263360 49920140.529 15
rid 3780446.97727 23482837.11 44 13937582.0225 39751673.95 178
ride 700451.80943 3255338.614 509 194331018.462 180113519.938 130
ring 1483504.97266 10580309.418 256 190384000 193352513.55 27
rip 439487.375 2743598.485 56 19337741.7722 75334797.012 158
rise 1047782.38645 4767717.612 251 160092964.948 280037074.055 97
rock 3223421.74834 25344858.052 151 204475831.579 253088968.019 76
roll 1685109.70732 8365225.419 205 194674150 265839311.159 18
ruin 3676297.59664 25716285.955 119 131494320 214853432.504 40
rule 12997381.25 50220915.177 192 347640218.182 253812403.673 44
run 1502250.27355 17571225.151 3886 155484752.341 231073758.531 861
save 16206234.4433 74734933.701 406 163635218.182 227466800.905 176
say 4825364.79669 42477572.61 2838 167463324.186 228162036.696 1099
scare 751890.235772 11503937.563 369 83877600 198358209.255 108
schedule 983507.758503 5648869.129 294 33346800 103949789.922 48
score 1860124.40625 31684657.52 320 305332800 388352619.911 54
scream 63309.6501767 420819.895 283 180917410.909 169591022.667 11
screw 14428421.4956 94270777.899 113 83611200 124556906.227 54
search 2082615.16713 12362728.837 359 180119053.521 252797233.476 142
see 8719622.68726 61253995.509 3351 178912120.407 236271367.269 1257
seek 7314150.01515 16767866.656 66 375355317.073 315421902.788 41
seem 2389077.77532 11956636.002 316 140113371.429 169090520.607 63
sell 5102448.97351 46981990.647 604 82748433.2016 146428677.447 759
send 14534066.4054 67757338.177 523 76938564.7059 143904328.746 17
serve 7418964.75652 58967783.437 115 423068635 341588631.569 180
set 3480657.08361 43474613.077 909 81634954.1667 150080987.379 144
settle 6010450.4104 49062022.11 173 130819968 203678617.928 25
shake 11014985.6593 78922635.285 135 63072000 0 2
ship 12755959.839 46779093.995 118 65583558.6207 139554362.469 29
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shit 2649892.10317 17355394.437 126 156586593.103 262294269.694 29
shoe 887072.131579 2558669.532 114 208137600 226620776.729 20
shoot 4748365.07005 29988181.892 414 65869654.3689 177742045.67 103
shop 1807776.18493 15752124.972 438 108033700 125986766.025 36
shore 8312.73106061 76016.445 264 25608505.2632 111492747.5 38
show 10157510.0093 69648023.74 540 166235174.194 216750279.782 93
shower 1871681.30058 23904910.607 173 305250 167392.755 10
shut 1317947.53478 12022880.808 460 152172000 235470621.458 28
sick 635967.210526 1562572.594 114 132847560 178547000.235 10
sign 4460631.05105 35493218.879 764 104922407.952 120638157.603 503
sing 295947.827309 1476903.701 498 295970497.959 197049094.234 147
sit 372646.623711 4171983.65 5044 197854233.158 237633354.369 190
skate 724651.932692 4299359.631 104 188511157.895 192315118.606 38
skip 979364.218009 2338194.304 211 73395072 132690249.99 25
slack 902637.875 2562831.461 112 104068800 127749996.663 10
sleep 331540.244403 9168918.14 17733 106318088.196 141317193.594 593
slow 846224.021739 2498947.235 46 17248668.1319 65102134.306 91
smell 1827106.7767 12487459.452 103 493163345.455 282698263.716 11
smile 224425.322581 977912.788 217 206793600 190382395.583 9
smoke 2018768.7713 4551700.228 223 318893330.387 296099241.831 181
sneeze 648686.608696 6647274.2 161 52617600 39255340.268 3
snooze 5772.53846154 14252.48 221 173448000 141912000 2
snow 2104445.20359 13799521.57 167 163753411.765 265579319.369 17
soak 403037.412214 1938004.87 131 86601600 178428465.618 6
solve 2369732.72353 17972787.12 170 166527360 241979118.765 20
sort 1874113.37395 7238194.332 238 49590812.9032 96687607.349 31
sound 564570.518519 1850806.372 135 113158588.235 117030543.407 17
speak 3422361.44941 21519177.052 425 135323400 189205886.833 52
spend 1792538.19192 9819886.853 99 304848000 211288585.058 6
spin 671879.276042 4450222.29 192 139659428.571 165896953.84 7
sponsor 3802731.61818 13500669.095 55 54809110.5882 88495094.994 85
stalk 1509963.08421 4538430.974 95 157689094.737 177651447.537 38
stand 593254.488685 14474265.677 1414 293471541.667 282231387.136 36
start 6293277.51453 44239907.473 2305 97977872.6105 180181609.191 285
starve 1905078.32105 12619088.209 190 208656000 189636354.996 15
stay 1625217.61316 12253353.97 4224 171155505.92 210764128.385 473
step 3093554.28676 38598884.429 272 106185600 144293579.478 13
stick 1432256.782 13946010.445 789 166913748.837 174919326.892 86
stoke 703308.887931 2099830.814 116 11713920 46785078.296 90
stop 2147284.33628 18377768.884 1698 94738511.3924 192975868.666 237
store 6162906.86275 18833999.71 51 445276800 203728649.228 51
straighten 6436100.32402 39628899.733 179 78831360 78524103.712 5
strand 465223.036649 2448137.784 191 100131641.379 146710740.619 29
stress 1571520.5974 5308043.319 77 15435547.8261 24782753.027 23
struggle 915100.776699 3100974.779 103 215496000 211484615.951 48
study 619161.178771 5364399.835 1611 178010131.23 190359166.654 317
suck 853348.551331 2429500.827 263 235803388.235 238772877.709 68
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suffer 5046353.63125 17480140.663 160 252382563.78 224189922.014 127
support 1608867.34783 3680438.203 46 255839580 292470517.671 160
suppose 629044.182609 2085413.668 115 73941784.6154 148585627.477 26
survive 2936634.52412 8386911.284 311 196082371.765 240800856.421 85
suspend 2985376.25957 5664887.758 705 100263497.143 130458751.471 140
swear 1971043.21827 9488253.214 197 201861818.182 259989494.503 22
swim 322767.603939 2446474.916 457 205763657.143 123677386.469 21
switch 1981376.815 22256510.775 200 30795428.5714 26343737.373 14
take 2945928.12526 31701864.072 2922 149036937.828 213471224.715 676
talk 827551.881411 10742150.928 5186 106098822.902 170374075.817 347
tan 126652.634361 528415.528 227 86325942.8571 171308516.576 14
target 2798460 4752334.961 12 7324823.41463 48205592.776 410
taste 810990.921986 3895571.276 141 325623085.714 282391965.91 14
tat 2340348.51064 9437200.669 47 23401908.4337 65318729.269 83
teach 2426041.13537 10744095.128 229 212988294.071 245730008.374 253
tell 10912312.221 69889403.933 647 310127340.133 233944699.947 451
test 3114050.46729 5387367.49 107 147492313.043 251947018.203 23
thank 646241.150479 4195250.745 731 321941400 274782354.235 144
think 2644080.47432 28732123.658 4206 152050153.149 189082626.704 794
throw 2443612.82424 13370443.21 165 170008615.385 232761327.109 13
tie 21883411.0714 115852329.851 84 144918000 154925611.097 24
time 1787702.82927 10179785.317 123 77710800 113887649.446 9
tire 270317.211233 1593751.598 819 22223730.0836 91767124.509 359
track 37689941.3636 130498812.256 77 153241600 223938957.991 27
trade 691861.677966 2679963.013 177 141588378.947 209784288.122 57
train 8569875.59271 33871307.869 329 171970709.434 186884783.75 159
trap 359257.547393 2108483.968 422 172892160 257383258.414 15
travel 2792750.3957 11841011.797 465 109033808.108 142498538.703 148
trend 554076.579195 2294548.229 1490 198195709.091 270929148.93 33
try 3132783.47893 8338085.343 3228 85534942.6457 126606395.698 2162
tune 147131.215084 766906.799 358 21856864.8649 102209284.605 111
turn 11267751.7485 71516677.024 1018 102487919.092 169296910.739 130
tweet 2653567.99284 21455886.541 2795 46325210.3448 62892094.325 783
twitter 1275113.21552 3933102.185 116 58026240 29149910.575 25
type 759533.054217 7109750.872 166 144226285.714 208365841.867 7
understand 44825456.4008 162132547.427 247 298935771.429 293749235.99 21
unite 14320063.2778 85214895.699 126 115737802.105 186686994.301 95
unlock 9960009.41964 89289953.124 112 172800 0 1
unplug 170295.723577 345137.381 123 11232000 14357486.042 3
update 16110106.5171 88439026.81 321 94514782.9787 226854810.997 47
upload 10397097.4392 56430549.459 526 54888327.2727 176542234.93 22
use 4161063.94531 20133881.793 1993 154925702.086 184750434.933 1438
view 264269.070312 1614622.537 128 108996141.176 225733757.423 17
visit 4337305.90946 45534092.447 497 154953991.837 216311641.494 98
vote 339099.851521 3593403.394 559 188041861.224 229975700.34 49
wait 1517969.0691 15334026.785 10695 133344149.907 148902314.049 2265
wake 1456595.83902 18215820.947 615 78669309.375 165328603.238 32
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walk 649563.189573 9819962.487 2743 157344714.085 213881446.718 71
want 1060334.49716 18477590.992 1937 127986912 167739794.161 300
wash 4964808.90785 40076881.658 293 121338818.182 182720276.042 22
waste 850132.954887 5610947.07 133 110229677.419 203156062.359 31
watch 2650268.44294 35343876.9 4504 179291164.337 238265094.443 701
wear 2820304.67707 17329075.56 1121 202074653.793 207330142.823 290
wed 967935.906863 4260424.331 204 160938514.286 223922388.352 42
weed 2039244.93636 4742631.499 110 117027746.341 188330327.338 41
weight 1405697.64706 4401592.872 68 34907844.1558 132988104.595 154
win 173896324.214 276059740.554 588 155573866.667 192172822.843 648
wish 817101.620321 3175547.122 374 109052640 127948040.032 60
wonder 4418270.85075 17152301.85 201 173254059.574 230065960.198 47
work 2801546.84153 29085168.475 8317 234339725.468 245405461.021 2403
worry 368383.686957 1687433.601 230 81712182.8571 194469297.831 35
wrap 656237.173913 3688668.054 138 5744477.92208 21631243.515 154
wrestle 1283982.42623 5633686.194 61 359510400 261653794.806 30
write 9276618.74277 53846407.697 1936 153307686.957 203575692.471 414
yell 491648.570552 2820860.976 163 252765319.245 67990373.209 265
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Appendix C – Modes for Durations of Episodes and Habits

Lemma Episode Mode Habit Mode
abandon days years
accept minutes weeks
accomplish hours years
achieve hours years
act hours years
add hours years
addict hours years
age months decades
aim hours years
allow minutes years
amaze hours years
announce minutes years
annoy minutes years
answer minutes days
appear minutes years
apply minutes years
approve minutes years
argue minutes years
arrest months days
arrive minutes days
ask hours years
attend hours years
avoid days years
awake hours years
back hours years
bake minutes days
ball hours days
ban months years
bark minutes years
base months years
battle hours years
bear hours years
beat minutes years
become hours years
bed minutes days
beg months years
begin seconds weeks
bejewel hours --

believe seconds years
bet minutes decades
bike minutes decades
bind hours days
bitch minutes years
black hours days
blast minutes years
bleed days days
bless hours years
block minutes years
blow minutes days
boil minutes years
book days weeks
bore minutes days
borrow hours years
box minutes years
break minutes years
breathe seconds years
bring hours years
bug days decades
build decades years
burn minutes days
bus minutes years
buy minutes years
call minutes years
camp days years
cancel days years
care hours decades
carry months years
catch minutes days
cause minutes decades
celebrate days decades
change minutes years
charge hours decades
chase days years
chat minutes years
cheat months years
check minutes years
chew minutes decades
chill minutes years
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choose minutes days
clean hours days
clear minutes days
click seconds decades
clock hours days
close minutes days
coach hours years
collect hours years
come minutes years
complain minutes years
complete seconds days
concert hours days
confuse seconds years
connect minutes years
consider seconds years
consume hours days
continue minutes years
cook hours days
cough minutes decades
count minutes years
cover minutes years
crack minutes years
crash minutes days
crave days years
create months days
cross minutes weeks
cry minutes years
cut minutes years
cycle minutes years
dance hours years
date months years
deal hours years
decide minutes years
delay minutes years
delete minutes years
deliver hours days
depress days years
deprive days years
deserve hours years
design hours decades
destroy hours years
detain hours years
develop years years

die minutes decades
disappear minutes years
discover decades years
distract minutes years
double decades years
down minutes days
download minutes days
doze minutes --
draw hours years
dream hours years
dress minutes years
drink hours years
drive hours years
drop minutes years
earn hours years
eat minutes days
edit hours days
end minutes days
engage months years
enjoy minutes years
enter seconds years
entertain minutes decades
escape seconds years
excite hours weeks
exercise minutes years
exhaust hours days
exist seconds years
expect hours months
experience hours years
explain minutes years
extend months years
face hours years
fail minutes years
fall hours years
fan hours years
fast days decades
feed hours years
feel hours years
fight minutes years
figure minutes years
fill minutes years
film hours weeks
find minutes years
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finish minutes days
fire minutes days
fix minutes days
flight hours months
fly hours years
focus hours years
follow seconds years
forget seconds years
freak minutes years
free months years
freeze minutes years
fuck minutes years
gain hours days
game minutes decades
garden minutes years
gear hours years
give hours years
graduate years years
ground weeks years
grow months years
guarantee days years
guess hours years
guy hours years
hand minutes years
hang minutes years
happen hours years
hate hours years
head hours days
heal months days
hear hours years
heat minutes days
help seconds years
hide minutes decades
hire hours years
hit minutes days
hold minutes years
home hours years
hook minutes years
hoop hours years
hop minutes decades
hope hours years
host minutes years
house days years

hug minutes years
hurt days years
ignore days years
imprison months decades
improve minutes years
include days years
increase months years
injure months months
instal minutes years
install minutes years
interest hours years
interview minutes years
involve hours decades
jail months years
jam hours years
jog minutes years
join minutes years
judge seconds years
jump minutes years
keep hours years
kick minutes years
kid hours years
kidnap hours years
kill minutes days
kiss seconds weeks
knock hours decades
know days years
land minutes years
last minutes years
laugh minutes years
launch minutes days
lay minutes years
lead minutes years
learn minutes years
leave minutes years
let minutes years
lie minutes years
lift minutes years
like months years
line days years
listen minutes years
live months years
load minutes days
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lock minutes decades
log minutes years
look minutes years
lord hours years
lose seconds days
lot hours years
love hours years
maintain months years
manage minutes years
marry months decades
mean days years
meet hours years
melt minutes days
mention minutes days
mess days years
miss days years
mix minutes months
move minutes years
mute years years
name minutes years
nap hours years
need hours years
neglect weeks years
notice seconds years
obsess months years
occupy minutes decades
offer months years
open minutes years
order minutes days
own months years
pack days years
paint hours decades
park minutes weeks
party days years
pass hours years
pause minutes years
pay hours years
pee minutes days
perform minutes years
pick minutes years
pierce months years
piss minutes decades
plan hours years

play hours years
please hours years
pop minutes years
post minutes years
postpone weeks years
practice hours years
pray hours decades
prepare hours years
procrastinate hours years
produce hours years
promise days years
prove minutes years
pull minutes weeks
pump hours days
purchase minutes years
push minutes years
put minutes years
queue hours years
quit months years
rain days years
raise minutes decades
rap minutes years
rape days weeks
rate seconds years
reach minutes days
read minutes years
ready hours years
realise minutes months
realize seconds months
receive hours days
record hours months
recover days years
red minutes years
refresh minutes weeks
register minutes years
relax minutes years
release hours years
remain seconds years
remember minutes years
remove minutes years
renew months years
rent days years
repeat hours years
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replace minutes months
reply seconds years
report days years
require months years
respond minutes days
rest hours years
retire months decades
return hours years
revise hours days
rid minutes months
ride minutes years
ring minutes years
rip minutes months
rise hours years
rock hours years
roll minutes years
ruin minutes years
rule months decades
run minutes years
save hours years
say seconds years
scare seconds weeks
schedule hours months
score minutes years
scream minutes years
screw hours years
search minutes years
see seconds years
seek months years
seem minutes years
sell minutes years
send minutes years
serve minutes decades
set hours years
settle hours years
shake minutes years
ship months days
shit minutes years
shoe hours years
shoot hours weeks
shop hours years
shore minutes days
show minutes years

shower minutes days
shut minutes years
sick days weeks
sign hours years
sing minutes decades
sit minutes years
skate minutes years
skip days years
slack days years
sleep hours years
slow seconds months
smell minutes decades
smile minutes years
smoke hours decades
sneeze minutes years
snooze minutes decades
snow minutes days
soak minutes weeks
solve minutes days
sort minutes years
sound minutes years
speak minutes years
spend seconds decades
spin minutes years
sponsor minutes months
stalk minutes years
stand minutes years
start minutes years
starve days decades
stay days years
step seconds years
stick hours years
stoke hours days
stop minutes months
store minutes decades
straighten minutes years
strand hours years
stress hours days
struggle minutes years
study hours years
suck minutes years
suffer months years
support seconds years
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suppose hours years
survive days years
suspend days years
swear minutes years
swim minutes years
switch hours years
take minutes years
talk minutes years
tan minutes years
target hours days
taste days decades
tat minutes weeks
teach minutes years
tell minutes decades
test days years
thank hours years
think seconds years
throw minutes years
tie minutes years
time hours years
tire hours days
track months years
trade minutes years
train months years
trap minutes days
travel hours years
trend days years
try minutes years
tune minutes weeks
turn minutes years
tweet minutes years
twitch days --

twitter minutes years
type minutes years
understand seconds years
unite minutes years
unlock hours days
unplug hours weeks
update minutes days
upload minutes days
use months years
view hours months
visit weeks years
vote seconds years
wait minutes years
wake minutes years
walk minutes years
want hours years
wash minutes years
waste hours years
watch minutes years
wear days years
wed minutes years
weed months years
weight minutes weeks
win decades years
wish hours years
wonder minutes years
work hours years
worry seconds weeks
wrap minutes weeks
wrestle minutes decades
write minutes years
yell minutes years
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